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'It just ain 't so.' protesters chant

Reagan fires up rally crowd
by Patricia Ritter
assistant managing editor

COLUMBUS - It wasn't called
a Presidential Forum of World
Affairs but a campaign rally Ohio State-style - complete with
the "wave," the Buckeye fight
song and former football coach
Woody Hayes.
President Ronald Reagan
spoke at OSU's St. John Arena
yesterday to a near-capacity
crowd of 12,000 supporters.
But while Johnny Grant,
mayor of Hollywood and emcee
for the rally, led the crowd in
chants of "four more years,"
about 75 vocal demonstrators
assembled in the balcony section of the arena shouted back
'two more weeks."
They also draped signs that
read "OSU does not trust Reagan," "Loans for students, not
Central America" and "No
more years" over pro-Reagan
banners.

Reagan acknowledged the
"we want peace" and "it just
ain't so" chants by the demonstrators with smiles and oneliners including, "I knew Mondale was here (in Ohio) but I
thought he'd gone home" and "I
know it's gonna break their
hearts but I can't understand a
word they're saying."
EXCEPT FOR the handful of
demonstrators, the crowd was
supportive of Reagan's words.
And just like a pep rally, they
cheered his crowd pleasing
catch phrases.
In his campaign speech, Reagan reaffirmed his stands on
foreign and domestic policy, the
national deficit and defense. He
also used the Carter/Mondale
administration as a frequent
target.
'If my opponent's campaign
could be a Broadway show, it
would be called 'Promises,
Promises,' " Reagan said. "And
if his administration was a
novel, people would have to read

it back to front for the happy
ending."
Reagan also used his opponent's comments in Sunday's
6residential debate, adding
londale's "rhetoric collided
with the record." The president
referred specifically to the former vice president's plan to end
the B-l bomber and MX missile
Srograms. The president said
[ondale claims he wants a
strong defense but voted against
those programs as a Minnesota
senator.
"Here in Ohio, ending the B-l
development could cost you 23,000 jobs in the next two to Chree
Sears," Reagan said. "That's
>e record, not rhetoric."
THE PRESIDENT continued
his "that's the record, not the
rhetoric" references to Moridale's statements regarding the
Grenada invasion. Reagan said
Mondale called the incident a
"violation of international law."
but later said he approved of it.
"It took him 11 months to

decide that rescuing our sons
and daughters in Grenada was a
good thing," he said.
Reagan also repeatedly attacked Mondale's plans on raising taxes, twice by using
seasonal quips.
"If I could find a way to dress
in his tax program, I could scare
the devil out of people on Halloween," and "To Mondale. everyday is tax day - April IS.
We'll see every day is Independence Day - July 4," he said.
The president referred to
Mondale's campaign stop in
Youngstown Tuesday, noting his
opponent's campaign
remarks
r
'TO forget the past' of the steel
industry which "suffered far too
much'' during the Carter administration.
"When he (Mondale) asks us
to forget the past, here with two
weeks to Election Day.1 let's
strike a bargain with him, ' Reagan said. "We'll forget the past
if he'll just quit trying to bring it
back."

AIDS virus:
Experimental treatment not successful
BOSTON (AP) - Doctors partially rebuilt the wrecked immune system of an AIDS victim
in the first experimental treatment to significantly restore disease-fighting blood cells, but the
new cells apparently became
infected with the AIDS virus and
the patient died.
Such efforts are probably
"doomed to failure" unless docton can find a way to destroy
the virus that causes the relentlessly deadly disease, said the
researchers at the National Institutes of Health.
Doctors have been experi-

menting with a variety of substances, including interferon
and transplanted bone marrow.
to try to undo the damage of
acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, which ruins such
cells.
"All of these may be able to do
something, but I think that unless we can get at the etiology namely the virus - we're not
going to be successful in curing
anyone," said Dr. H. Clifford
Lane. "Eliminating or paralyzing the virus Is the key to successful therapy, ana that's
where we should direct our research efforts."

-"Other scientists are searching
for anti-viral drugs that might
be useful against AIDS. One
potential candidate is suramin,
a medicine used to treat African
sleeping sickness. In the test
tube suramin halts the reproduction of HTLV-3, the germ
that's thought to cause aids.
THE LATEST research, directed by Lane at the National
Institute of Health in Bethesda,
Md., was published in today's
New England Journal of Medicine.
AIDS wipes out a particular

type of white blood cells, or
lymphocytes, called helper Tcells. These cells are essential
regulators of the body's assault
on microbes.
The doctors attempted to
treat a 35-year-old man suffering from AIDS by giving him
transfusions of lymphocytes as
well as bone marrow from his
genetically identical twin.
At first, the therapy seemed to
be working. Then his helper cell
levels began to fluctuate wildly,
and 10 months after the marrow
transplant, he died with multiple
infections.

'R' you better off?
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Hecklers chant at OSU
by Dina Horwedel
staff reporter

Photo/Joe Phelan

Good night Ron

A masked man mocks Reagan before of a group of protesters outside OSO's St. John Arena following
the president's pep rally there. 8ee related stories on page 4.

COLUMBUS - Reagan's
supporters were rabid in their
defense of the president at
Ohio State University yesterday as demonstrators
marched through the streets
chanting and waving proMondale banners.
Objects were hurled while
"go home communists,"
"nuke them and get it over
with" and obscenities were
screamed at the group of
about 30 protesters on the
street.
A campus bus driver asked
the crowd waiting in the line
to see Reagan if he should run
over the protesters and
chased them down the street.
Jack Berlekamp, OSU senior political science major
and member of Students tor
Mondale/Ferraro '84, said he
thinks people aren't aware of
the issues in the upcoming
election.
He said he and many others
were protesting to try and
make people aware there are
alternatives to Reagan, and
"even if they don't like Mondale, they have a lot of third-

party choices."
Berlekamp said the tension
in the air upset him. He said it
reminded him of the McCarthy era when people were
persecuted for political beliefs. "These people have no
compassion for other ideas;
their minds are totally
closed," he said as the crowd
screamed, "Radicals go
home!"
INSIDE THE arena, the
small crowd of protesters
chanted as Reagan delivered
his campaign speech. The
crowd turned to the group and
screamed "four more years"
as the Mondale/Ferraro
group yelled "two more
weeks."
Nancy Kearney, OSU senior Journalism/political science major, said, "We're not
here to heckle. There are a lot
of people here that don't favor
Reagan and need to know the
issues.
"The effect of the Reagan
administration is that It's
making people feel guilty or
afraid to express their feelings. That's what's un-American," she said.
Another demonstrator
asked not to be identified but

said he is an OSU senior political science major who is a
dual citizen of the United
States and West Germany. He
said he feels Reagan represents a threat to Europe in
his lack of knowledge and
skill in handling foreign policy.
"We're the ones that are
going to fight his war," he
said.
He also said Reagan's domestic policy is not working.
"There is poverty everywhere," he said. He lives offcampus and claimed people
go through his garbage for
scraps at night.
"THE FACT that it's in
Columbus in the middle of
America is scary," he said.
"It isn't all cream and
steaks, but Americans have
too much to worry about to
think about it."
John Quigley, OSU professor of law, said, "I think it's
necessary to get the opposition to know that Reagan has
been avoiding certain issues
and has carried out aggression in Central America that
has lead to over 1,000 deaths.
The opposition needs to be
shown that policy."

Legality of Ohio voter registration questioned
WASHINGTON (AP) - Representatives from Ohio, Texas
and New York yesterday
sharply attacked a federal inauiry into their voter registraon programs.
Ohio Secretary of State Sherrod Brown told a House Government Operations subcommittee
that Ohio Gov. Richard Celeste
received a letter from the U.S.
Office of Personnel Management last month. Brown said the
letter, signed by OPM Director
Donald Devine, implied that
Ohio's registration program in
state agencies violated federal
laws that prevent the use of
state employees for partisan
political purposes.

He said the letter contained a
veiled threat that Ohio might
lose federal funds if the program
was found to violate the Intergovernmental Personnel Act.
Brown said the program does no
such thing, since registration is
non-partisan.
Texas Gov. Mark White called
the letter "outrageous." And
Henrik Dullea, director of state
operations for New York, testified that for a federal agency to
insert itself directly Into the
state's program smacks of "political motivation at wont."

had been successful because of
good cooperation between Democrats and Republicans.
"Since the letter from Mr.
Devine, all of that seems to have
changed in Ohio." Brown said.
He said the filing of two lawsuits, both guided by the chief
legal counsel of the Ohio Republican Party, have resulted in
"harassment" of the registration programs. The suits challenge the statewide registration
form and contend that the state
executive order on registration
is unconstitutional, he added.

BROWN, WHO said as many
as 6.3 million Ohioans will be
registered to vote Nov. 6. added
that registration efforts in Ohio

Devine said the agency was
required to make the three inquiries under regulations of the
act

Devine said provisions of the
act mandate assurances that
state employees are protected
against coercion for partisan
political purposes and are prohibited from using their official
authority to affect the result of
an election.
"This is the law. like it or
not," Devine said, adding be has
repeatedly urged repeal of that
law. "I didn't threaten anything.
I simply quoted out of the law/'
HE NOTED that in 1982 Rep.
Geraldine Ferraro, chair of the
House subcommittee overseeing
OPM, made it clear that she
wanted the regulation enforced.
"I must confess that Geraldine Ferarro made me do it,"

Devine said. "Ms. Ferraro
made it clear she wanted me to
enforce the law, like it or not."
Devine emphasized that his
letters were simply a request for
information from the governors.
"It was in no way an effort to
dissuade state employees from
carrying out legal activities as
part of their official duties," he
said. "Nor had any judgment
been made that state officials
were, in fact, acting illegally."
Devine said it was a representative of Celeste, not him, who
made the letter public.
"They made a big deal about
the whole issue by sending the
letter in the first place," Brown
responded. "In our state it was a

signal to the Republican Party
on a statewide basis to begin to
obstruct voter registration."
Devine conceded that nothing
he had heard in yesterday's testimony revealed any activities
that would have violated the
regulation in question. He said
OPM's inquiry is in the fact-finding stage and that he didn't
known when any decision might
be made.
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.,
who chaired the hearing, said
state officials shouldn't nave to
"live under the threat that their
food stamp money be cut off."
"This is the most trumped-up
proposal I have ever seen,
Frank said.
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The silent right has a majority

Editorial— Conservative voice restrained
Admission a right
by Ed Leedom

Nine all-male Harvard clubs, most of which go
back more than 100 years, have been asked to
open their doors to women - a major step for a
university which only began enrolling women 13
years ago. These "finals" clubs held secret meetings last week and overwhelmingly voted to reject
women.
The elite clubs already indirectly bar some
students from admission with a prohibitive $1,000
annual fee. If they are concerned about keeping out
"unwanted" elements - including low and middle
class students - this stiff fee seems as though it
would do the trick.
In addition to discriminating against women, the
clubs have long been criticized for rejecting blacks
and other minorities.
Regardless of the clubs' previous activities, we
strongly agree that the university should be pushing for any and all nondiscriminatory measures as
outlined in the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
In addition, some Harvard students undoubtedly
receive federal grants to attend such an expensive
institution. This money is passed on to the university for tuition and other fees. In this way, Harvard
is partially funded by the federal government,
which should serve as even greater incentive to
abide by federal law.
It is about time Harvard and other private and
public institutions begin demanding equal access to
women, blacks and other minorities. It seems
ironic that, although women have been accepted at
Harvard since 1971, they are still denied equal
access to some parts of the university after 13
years.

Bugs in the Airforce
land on their birds
by Art Buchwald

because one of our bookkeepers
made a mistake?"
"They really wanted all of it
back, but the Defense Department is going to eat half because
we like doing business with your
company."
"Chuck, let's be reasonable.
Maybe the bird isn't what it's
cracked up to be, but what is
today? You buy a car, it doesn't
work; you buy a refrigerator, it
breaks down. Why should a defense contractor be held to
higher standards? When we designed the ground-to-air missile,
we knew it had a few flaws in it,
but you guys were dying to get it
into production, because if you
didn't the Air Force would get
the money for their bird. Now
Cou're making us the fall guys
ecause the thing can't get off
the ground."
"Harry, if it were my decision
I couldn't care less. I've only got
one year to go before I retire.
But Congress is on our backs
about all the weapons we've
ordered that don't pan out, and
they're demanding guarantees
they work before we buy them."
"What the hell kind of national security policy is that?
Look, Chuck, we re not just talking about 1,000 birds. We're talking about 50,000 jobs. If you
cancel the contract on us now,
we're going to have to close
down shop.
"We're not going to cancel the
order. If we did we'd be admitting we made a mistake. All
we re asking is that you pay us
back $250 million to show we
mean business when it comes to
demanding quality control. As a
West Point classmate, is that
asking too much?"
"I'll make a deal with you,
Chuck. We'll give you your lousy
Suarter of a billion dollars back
you order 2,000 new birds at $7
million each. I swear to you this
one will knock a fruit fly out of
the sky."
"What do we do with the ones
that are now knocking out outhouses?"
"Keep them. Did it ever occur
to you that you can kill more
Commies in an outhouse than
you can in a Backfire bomber?"
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

I was eating at my favorite
Washington restaurant the other
day when I overheard an Army
general and what I presumed to
be someone from the defense
industry in discussion.
"Harry, the bird doesn't
work," the general said.
"What do you mean the bird
doesn't work? I saw it fly with
my own eyes at our testing
grounds. You were with me. The
guy knocked down four drone
planes with the bird."
"I saw it. But we took it out
and tested it ourselves in battlefield conditions. Every time one
of our guys fired one, instead of
heading for a plane it hit an
outhouse. Are you sure you
didn't have those drones fixed to
blow up just for us?"
"Chuck, you're not talking to
some civilian. This is Harry
Minnefie, West Point Class of
'64, the guy who returned a kick
90 yards against Notre Dame.
Just because I left the service
doesn't mean I left the honor
code behind me. You're not
going to release the results of
the test, are you?"
"We weren't. But somehow a
congressman got wind that we
withheld them and gave the report to the press, and that
brought the inspector general in,
and now the secretary is chewing out my butt. We ordered 1,000 of the birds at $5 million
each, and they can't shoot down
an ostrich."
"Look, we know the bird has a
few minor bugs in it, and we're
working on it now. We're going
to replace the laser, the microchips, the guidance system and
the payload. You're going to get
the best bird the Army ever
ordered."
"I can't go back to the Pentagon and tell them we're going to
have to pay 9 for a bird you
Cmised to deliver for 5. The
t's on there now, and they're
starting to ask questions about
price. As a matter of fact, after
they found out about the tests
they sent in their accountants,
and they said you overcharged
us by a half-billion dollars."
"Come on, you have to be
kidding. They want us to give
them back $250,000 million Just
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To read the BG News one
would never know that Bowling
Green is supposed to be a conservative campus. This is because there are not enough
conservative students who are
willing to get involved. They are
a silent majority. The time for
silence has ended. The conservatives need to band together to
Erevent the liberals from disirting our views. In my first
letter to the editor I stated that
"we had been subjected to a
barrage of derogatory comments about President Reagan." I don't know how Pam
Panchak could miss all the liberal slams that President Reagan has endured in the BG
IVews. Maybe she doesn't read
it.
In her column which appeared
in the Oct. 3 issue of the BG
News, she pointed out that the
average family income, adjusted for inflation, rose 3.5%
during the last four years. Even
critics of President Reagan cannot deny the facts. We are better
off than we were four years ago.
This may be a cliche but it is
true; one cannot argue with the
facts. In an upcoming article I
will present more facts to reenforce my statement.
In regard to her query of an
"embarrassing situation" existing in Lebanon, I believe that
Beirut was a war zone at the
time of the bombing. It is a sad
but true fact that people do get
killed in a war. even peace-keepers. I, like all Americans, was
deeply saddened by the deaths,
but we were in Lebanon to help
stabilize an area of the world
that is very important to the
United States. We were in Lebanon as peacekeepers and the
mission tailed. Sadly, we all
make mistakes.
In her article Ms. Panchak
also stated that "Reagan's federal tax and budget cuts merely
resulted in higher state, local
and Social Security taxes." As
any person who has had a high
school government class knows,
state and local taxes are set by
state and local officials. We
Ohioans owe the 90% income tax

increase to our Democratic governor, Richard F. Celeste. In
regard to Social Security tax
increases, they were necessary
because a growing percentage
of our population is over age 65.
This means that fewer people
have to pay to support a growing
number of those persons over 65!
It is fairly plain to see that an
increase in payment to the Social Security Administration

1

was necessary to avoid bankruptcy.
I have looked at the facts of
Mr. Reagan's presidency very
carefully and I have decided
that he is the best candidate for
me. I would suggest that Ms.
Panchak take a long hard look at
the facts If she wants to see how
much President Reagan has
done for this country. Even unemployment, long one of the

\WHAT6 WEBSTERS
DEFlKJlTiOK OF

BUSH?

most hated evils In this country,
is now below the rate that was
common when President Reagan took office. Tell a worker
who has regained his job that
President Reagan didn't have
anything to do with it and listen
to what ne tells you. I'm sure it
would be educational.
JU Leedom, a columnist for
ate News, is a freshman business major from Zanesville,
Ohio.

r
UNPROFESSIONAL,
CHEAP, PETTY.

Supreme Court Justices miffed

Restraint can be part of losing
by George F. Will
A judge's lot is not a happy
one. Judges find impertinent
people in front of the bench.
(Lord Birkenhead, testifying:
"There he was, drunk as a
judge." The judge, interrupting:
You mean drunk as a lord."
Birkenhead: "Yes, my lord.")
And, if you are a U.S. Supreme
Court justice, there are intolerable people on the bench next to
you.
At least that is the testimony
of Justices Thurgood Marshall,
John Paul Stevens and Harry
Blackmun. They have recently
discarded traditional restraints
and publicly accused their colleagues (to be precise - those
who disagreed with them) of
lacking appropriate restraint.
(The American Civil Liberties
Union has joined the chorus,
saying, "Americans are far less
free today than they were a year
ago," but shrill public foolish-

ness is an ACLU tradition.)
The three justices are liberals
who have been on the losing side
a lot recently and are not taking
it in good grace. Marshall and
Stevens complain that rulings
by the Warren Court are being
undermined. However, not one
of that Court's landmark rulings
has been overturned or more
than marginally circumscribed
(as in the good faith exception"
to the exclusionary rule governing admissibility of illegally
seized evidence).
Blackmun complains about
the Court's work load, the absence of comity among the Justices and that the conservatives
(meaning, presumably, Warren
Burger, Sandra Day O'Connor,
Lewis Powell, William Rehnquist and Byron White) are going
where they want to go "by nook
or by crook." It is an odd complaint coming from Blackmun.
who wrote the most radical and
incoherent major opinion in

American constitutional history,
the 1973 abortion opinion. It went
where Blackmun wanted to go
and did so without serious
grounding in the Constitution,
and has generated a flood of
work for the Court.
The public campaign by the
three unhappy justices is an
example and an exacerbation of
the incivility that Blackmun deplores. Tension and ill will probably are inevitable in the intense
politics and intellectual conflicts
of a small, face-to-face institution like that Court. Theo Lippman of the Baltimore Sun notes
that seven of today's justices
have been living in close confinement with each other for 13
years, a degree of "stagnation"
(Lippman's word) unmatched in
170 years. The bad tempers as
well as the ages of the justices
raised the possibility that the
next president will nominate
several - perhaps four - new
ones.

"Its said that only God can
change the Court. But George
Washington, who was, so to
speak, present at Creation, nom-:
inated 11 justices in an era when,
the Court only had six members.:
FDR, who served 12 years,:
nominated eight justices - seven:
in four years (1937-41). Taft and;
Jackson nominated six, Lincoln:
and Eisenhower five. Carter
was the only president to serve a
full four-year term without
filling an opening on the Court.
By this Election Day, the average age of the Court will be 78
years and 56 days. But this is
only the second oldest Court. On
June 2, 1937, when Justice Van:
Devanter retired at 78, the aver:
age was 72 years and 52 days. If
the current justices choose to
stay on, and God defers to their
choice, today's Court will be as
old as the 1937 Court on Nov. 2J
1986.
However, never has the Court
had a majority of members 76 o<
older, as it will this Nov. 12,
when Blackmun turns 76. Only
O'Connor, 54, is under 60. Reni*
quist is 60, Stevens 64, White 67
Marshall 76, Burger and Powell
77 and William Brennan 78.
However, Tim O'Brien, whocovers the Court for ABC, re*.
ports that in the last six months
six justices have told him that
they are not contemplating retirement and not aware of any(ustice who is. Furthermore,
>'Brien notes that of the 102
justices who have served on the
Court, 32 served 20 years or:
longer. Roger Taney was still,
chief justice when he died at 87:
in 1864. Louis Brandeis retired:
at 82, Hugo Black at 85, Oliver
Wendell Holmes at 90. More:
justices have died in office thari;
have retired. But, actuariljl;
speaking, each of today's five";
oldest justices has a life expectancy of seven more years. So'
O'Brien suggests that fn 1988 we
might be reading stories that-'
begin, "With five justices now 80.::
or older, whoever wins the elec
Uon could..."
The "Court Issue" probably:
favors President Reagan because, to many voters and especially to many blue-collar:
Democrats, liberal Justices are:
equated with forced busing and'
the "coddling" of criminals. But:
how does a president in his 704;
say that some justices in their-.
70s may have to be replaced-'
soon? Very carefully.
George F.Will is a writer fof:
toe Washington Poet Writer*.
Group.
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Italian educator visits BG
Denise Erwin
assistant copy editor

" President Reagan was neither
the first nor the last influential
speaker hosted by the UniverCesare Scurati, one of Italy's
best known educators, has addressed education classes and
area educators here since Sept.
17.
Scurati is a professor of pedagogy (the Italian equivalent to
education) at the Catholic University of Milan. He said the
historical roots and management of schools here are different from those in Milan.
"You have very interesting
employment of new technologies. Our students are very
Book-taught," Scurati said. "I
am very admiring to your clinical laboratories.
Scurati hopes to introduce
labs, clinical labs and soft technologies in Italy in the next three

to four years but "probably not
to the same extent/' he said. He
also is interested in research
and application of theory to
practical, professional preparation of teachers.
"WE'VE RAD in-service
training of teachers for 15 years,
but the university is not directly
involved in the education in
lower schools," Scurati said.
"We don't give as much importance to sport and socialization
either."
Scurati added he agrees with
balancing those priorities with
academics. Italy's high rates of
inflation and youth unemployment have caused extreme rigidity in the educational system,
he said.
"Italians must study and finish. You (Americans) are more
free to see what fits for you,"
Scurati said. "Pivotal campus
life is totally different from anything we have. Students here are

more independent."
While in Bowling Green, Scurati will make presentations for
teachers and administrators in
the Wood County, Huron County
and Bowling Green City School
districts and educational organizations affiliated with Defiance
College and the University.
"Everyone is very interested
in sharing education ideas,"
Scurati said.
He is the founder and editor of
his nation's only periodical for
educational administrators, Direzione E. Scuola (Management
of Schools).
He also is a consultant to the
Organization for the Professional Preparation of Teachers,
a member of Italy's National
Commission for the Reform of
Schools and a member of the
European Educational Committee.
Scurati ends his stay at the
University today.

Cesare Scurati

FINE ART

ACGFA CANDIDATE
An election will be held on Thursday, November 29, 1984, to name four (4)
undergraduate students and one (1) graduate student as at-large members of the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students who are interested
in becoming candidates for election to ACGFA are required to file a statement
of candidacy and petition forms which will be available in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs, 305 Student Services Building, on Thursday,
October 25, 1984. Completed forms must be returned to that office by Friday,
November 9, 1984.
Candidates may be full-time or part-time students. Candidates must be
registered students for the planned term of office which is the Spring Semester
of the 1984-85 academic year. All candidates will be certified as to their
eligibility.
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LUNCH MONDAY-FRIDAY 11-1*'
DINNER MONDAY-THURSDAY 4-6"
Located In Harshman/Chapman Quad

HOT CIDER &
DOUGHNUTS Carry-out
***■

t Ab I 440 E. Court 352-1596

or DELIVERY

WATCH FOR OUR HALLOWEEN EXTRAVAGANZA

featuring

Charlie's Jealous

MILTON'S
MADNESS

Mildly flavored and seasoned
North Atlantic Haddock with
our own Criss-Cut potatoes and
that Southern favorite - Hush Puppies

THURSDAY

Present this ad and receive a regular size soft drink FREE. Expires Nov. 8, 1984.

Pftsfcrers- Glctdieux Hia iCa&g'a uluiee&B

D.y.s.
MAD DRINK

HALLOWEEN
COMING SOON
Proof of Utah
Wed. Oct. 31st

No Cover with Costume

Mug It Up
Collect a
set NOW!
THURSDAY
Lasagna
Special
•1.75

BIRTHDAY
SALE
SAVE TO

M MM 0pm
(UMfium a Sfwriaft t„ OWv«f I

FRIDAY
Roast Beef
Platter
•3.50
' 1 am-gont
FREE DELIVERY

The finest in traditional
clothing and sportswear
for men and women.

PAGLIAI'S
PIZZA
Mfl ftwft IMi ft

352-7571

Please vote yes B.B. School 17 renewal Levy

Open tonight till 9:00
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Greeting Ronald Reagan

OSCI, BG differ on visit policies
by Benjamin Marrison
staff reporter

President Olscamp is visiting
the X'ian Institute in China and
was unavailable for comment.

When President Reagan campaigned at the University in
September, University President Paul Olscamp appeared on
the platform with him, welcoming him to Bowling Green.

Asher said, "Reagan's visit
here (OSU) was purely a campaign stop and nothing else. The
Reagan/Bush people paid for
everything - including the rental
of St. John Arena."

This type of act is not acceptable at Ohio State University,
according to Herb Asher, assistant to OSU President Edward
Jennings.
"It is not proper for a leader
of our university to appear with
someone during a campaign,"
Asher said. "We try to stay out
of the political spotlight."
While campaigning at OSU
yesterday, Reagan was greeted
by Jennings inside St. John
Arena, but before he stepped
onto the platform.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to Olscamp, said, "The decision to greet someone on a
platform is purely up to the
individual (university) president."

THE Reagan/Bush campaign
was not charged a rental fee
when Reagan campaigned in
Bowling Green, but the campaign paid for everything else
and tallied a $17,462.21 bifl.
The total bill for the Reagan/Bush campaign at OSU was not
available.
Mason said the courtesy of not
being charged to use Anderson
Arena "would be given to anyone who needed that much
space."
During the president's campaign stops here and at OSU, the
schools' marching bands and
cheerleaders performed.
Asher said the "Reagan/Bush
people asked the marching band

if they wanted to participate in
the event and more than half of
the members agreed.'' He said it
was not a command performance for the band or the
cheerleaders.
Mason said the White House
Advance Team asked him if the
band would consider playing for
the president's University visit.
"I asked (BGSU Marching
Band) Director Mark Kelly if he
would like to be a part of the
visit and he said 'OK,' " Mason
said.
SOME BOWLING Green students complained about a memo
released by Eloise Clark, vice
president for academic affairs.
The release stated: "President
Reagan will deliver a campaign
speech at the University the
morning of Sept. 26. Classes will
not be canceled, but faculty are
requested not to schedule examinations during this period."
Asher said no classes were
canceled at OSU, nor was there

"a request for the postponement
of examinations by the administration. The students may have
(requested a postponement),
but we didn't"
To better accommodate the
students here, a closed-circuit
television was set up in the
Grand Ballroom. Although similar plans were being made at
OSU, Asher said these plans
were canceled because students
would have lost the use of a
building for two or three days.
"If they wanted to watch it on
television, the speech was
broadcast on a Columbus television station," Asher said.
Near the end of Reagan's
speech here, he was presented a
Jersey with "Reagan 84" on the
OSU was going to present
Reagan with an Ohio State tie
and a top-seller book published
E"ie University, "but I didn't
the Secret Service enough
to OK it," Asher said.

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS SALE!
Thurs., Oct. 25, 7-10 p.m.
'In

•W

* 20% OFF All Aida Fabric

♦BUY ONE, GET ONE

Baldwin

1/2 PRICE On selected
counted cross stitch and
stenciling books
* WIN a signed "I Love C
Stitch" poster

Reagan has lunch
in TKE fra ternity
by Geoffrey Barnard
wire editor

COLUMBUS - Reporters
from Time and Newsweek
magazines interviewed Ohio
State University undergraduate Jim RJpke last Thursday. "You won't be a normal
student again for a while,"
they told him in parting.
file observation applies not
only to Ripke, but all his
brothers at OSU's Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity house. Life
hasn't been normal for them
since President Reagan accepted Ripke's invitation to
eat lunch at the TKE house
during his Columbus visit.
The daily routine - study,
classes and social life - was
replaced for a week with
cleaning, polishing and getting the house spic and span
for the commander-in-chief's
visit.
"I doubt the advance team
had planned that we would
make the effort to make everything perfect," Ripke
said. "We cleaned the house
better than we would for our
own mothers."
Preparations were extensive for Reagan's 45-minute
visit to the TKE house. Rugs
were shampooed, a wooden
dining room floor was
stripped and waxed and OSU
sororities were called upon to
supply nearly 100 place settings of china and silverware,
Ripke said.
"WE DONT keep expensive china at the frat house
because of the possibility of it
being damaged," Ripke said.
"We usually keep our house
clean, but we did a special Job
for this."

Ripke, 21-year-old political
science major, was working
as a volunteer for the Reagan/Bush campaign headquarters in Columbus when
he got the opportunity to Invite the president for lunch.
Knowing Reagan was a
TKE when he attended Eureka College in Illinois in
1929, Ripke thought be might
want to visit during his stay in
Columbus. He proposed the
idea to the White House advance team when visiting its
headquarters at a Columbus
hotel last Tuesday.
Members of the Secret
Service and the advance
team visited the house the
next day and said a decision
would be made later.
Ripke was on the way to
class last Thursday when advance team members
stopped him and said the
6resident accepted the invitaon.
Several days of frantic preparation followed, capped by
I the president's arrival yesterday.
REAGAN WAS motorcaded directly from St. John
Arena to the TKE house, several blocks away. Reagan
answered questions from the
Sress for five minutes before
le dining room was closed to
the public.
About 65 members of the
TKE house attended the luncheon, alone with a few
alumni and the presidents of
20 sorority houses.
Lunch was prepared by the
TKE cook and consisted of
roast beef sandwiches, potato
chips and, of course, jelly
beans at every place.
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Something Extra
190 S. Main St. BG

(1) One Coupon Per Older

354-1437

Introducing —
LORI BOWMAN

EXPIRES DECEMBER 31.1984

Free 6 Pack of Pepsi
with any
16" (2) items or more pizza
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Now taking Appointments

"Gosh Beav,
don't worry
'bout it.

at

JENNI KAY SALON
Ruth Ann Meadows, opt.
Jannean Hoffman. own«r/op»r.

You have
until Nov. 1
to turn
in your
Parent's Day
Essay."
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$10.00.
Mylar Balloons
$3.00
Roses
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Helium Filled

Free
Delivery

(Urge Selection)

Place Parent Day Orders As Soon As Possible!!
Mum & Carnation Corsages Available!!
Group rates
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Flyers
try for
US win
by Jill Trudeau
assistant copy editor
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The University flying team
has qualified for national competition by placing second in a
regional meet Saturday at Cuyahoga Community College in
Cleveland.
Competing with teams from
Ohio and Michigan, the University team was beat by Western
Michigan University, a larger
and more specialized team, said
Ray Heyde, coach of the University team.
Both teams will compete in
the national meet in May at Ohio
State University.
Heyde said his team's major
difficulty in meets is competing
with teams, such as WMlf,
which are fully funded by their
university. The University's
team received $600 this year
from club sports, but since this
doesn't cover all plane rental
and fuel costs, team members
must use some of their own
money.
WMU had 24 people competing compared to the University s five, Heyde said. Since only
five people compete in each
event, he added, "My five guys
had to be good not only in one
thing but in everything.'
WMU can afford to specialize,
he said.
The University team includes
Thanos Liarakos, graduate student in military history; Bob
Blackwell, senior aerotechnology and pre-law major: Carl
Buergler, junior public relations
major; Lowell •'Butch" Miller,
senior aerotechnology major;
and Dan Schmitz, senior aerotechnology major, who won top
pilot of the meet.

MEMBERS PLACED in the
> top 10 in the following events:
• Simulator, a mechanical de\ vice that simulates flying an
I airplane: Schmitz, fourth.
• Pre-flight airplane inspec"- tion: Miller, first; Schmitz, secI ond.
* •Aircraft recognition from
photographs and silhouettes:
: Schmitz, ninth.
'■ • Power-on landing, done on a
: short field: Schmitz, third;
:'Blackwell, ninth.
:• 'Power-off or emergency
: 'landing, when power is reduced
:to idle: Liarakos, fourth; Miller,
.sixth.
:;' • Message drop, in which a 3>foot streamer with a message,
attached to a piece of bulsa
J wood, is dropped onto a mark on
Mhe runway so viewers can read
it: Schmitz, second; Buergler,
;-sixth; Blackwell, seventh.
;- Heyde, also captain of the
\-US. Precision Plight Team,
'Said he has been learning trade
• secrets and coaching techniques
• from coaches of top teams in the
country to help the University
■team.
'-: "The kids really have a

: chance of doing something" at
the national meet, Heyde said.
In addition to the opportunity to
:«in, he added that they can
: compete for between $5,000 and
$10,000 in scholarships to be
•warded there.

:

Prof to be
president
of society
A University faculty member
has been named president-elect
of the Society for the Scientific
Study of Sex.
Elizabeth Allgeier, associate
professor of psychology, has
served on the board of directors
and as secretary for the society
in the past. The president-elect
is appointed two years in advance, Allgeier said, adding she
will begin her term in November
1986.
Allgeier will be working with
the current society president
beginning this Nov. 1.
"In working with the president, I learn things that I already know from being on the
board," she said.
The Philadelphia-based organization is the oldest and largest
organization of its type in the
country.
William Masters, psychologist renowned for his work in sex
research, is among the past
presidents of the organization,
Allgeier said.

Shop Macy's for savings on famous maker fashions for men and women!
MChkbNNMMtM

YoetHj Collector fall coordsnetti

CBfi+BfJB® ttJtrtM lit tweeters

Minis winter coat*

25% off

20-25% off

25% off

25-50% off

Choot* fromCloud* B*nn*tt. Joion
Pr*scotl Lloyd Williams Reno
Rowan, Oscar d* la R*nta and more.
Rag. $38-186 sal. 24.50*4 SO
Clubhouse(D676)

Panther, Regatto and Bronton coordinate* in selected fall styles
Corduroy wool blends and poly
ester/royon blend*. Plum, tan, black,
grey. Reg. $36 100 sale 127 $75
Young Collector (01641)

Wardrobe basic* In acrylic. Offwhite, red. navy, kelly. cornflower
blue, yellow, rote, pink, gray, berry.
Reg $14. sale 10.50
Plata. Westport (DIBS).

Every misses moderate, better winter
pantcoat. peocoat and full length
•tyle In wool, wool Mend and fill*.
Reg. $110 5275 ..I. $44 192.S6
Misses Coats (055/70).

Jtmier wool Shetland ratalart

MR leM, sterling silver, vermeil

Daihjner end lee-ther hmnme§$

FtMMt maker brat

25% off

60% off

25-50% off

20% off

From Perspectives. argylesand
vests In pink, beige, gray, paach.
lilac and /allow Rag. $28 $30.
•alat21-U.Se
Juniors (D263)

Chain* In herringbone, cobra
and s.rp.ntin. styles 7"X" length*.
Reg.$9-$640. sal* 3.40 $25*
Precious Jewelry (0429/628).

Selected designer styles by Algner,
Lli Clolborne. mora. Plus (elected
leather hobos clutches, more.
Reg. $52 $250. sol. $39-187.SO
Handbags (D49/403).

Bali, Maldenform. Warner's and
Vanity Fair bras In underwlre padded, contour, softcup and more styles
Reg. $I2$20. sole t.6t-$l6
Intimate Apparel (D2*/44t).

ItBftt sportswear for girli

E«tlri itock Acttt* Step iwittiri

Ail Arrow Dren Shlrti

25% off

25% off

Blouses, knit top*, sweaters
ond pants lor girl* 7-14,
Rag. $20 $34,
*ele$15-2S.SO
Olrls(037).

Styl.s by Progressions LeTlgre.
Union Bay and more. 100% wool and
100% acrylic In loll color* Reg
$20 $45 sale $15-33.75
Action Shop (DI04).

20% off

Pacesetter

Juniors

sale $70

Reg $32 $24. sal* I6.t0-I9.2B
Rooster wool knit tie*. Over 13
colors Reg $10 sal. 7.50
Men. 1D6 680 311

100% wool flannel flannel and twill
•tyle*. some with leather covered
button* and elbow patches
Reg $100.
Mens(D6l3).

Intimate Apparel

Dress Shirts. Ties

Famous daalgnar salactad fall saparatas.
25 30 V. oil Orig.' $35 $88 tele 19.20-554

Lang sleeve pattern woven shirts
oil. Reg. 17.90. sale 13.43

25%

Already reduced dayweor clearance. 50%
off Orlg.* $5 $85 sale $2 J7.S0

InHre stock loft • Brownstone pattern
dress shirts Reg. $23. tote 17.14

PocaMttar(OI70|.

Byer, Beer, more novelty woven top*.
25% oil. Orig • $15 $28 sale 11.2S-S21

fntire stock camisole*, hall slips 20% off
Reg. 7 99 $23 sale 4.40 18.40

Loft B Brownstone fancy dross shirts. 25%
olt Reg. $16 $23 sole $12-17.25

All Brlrtonlo. fashion denim,
Reg. $25 $37 sole lt.7l-I7.7f

25% off.

Misses, funlors selected worm sleepweor.
20-30% off. Reg. $40 $46 sala $14-34.50

John Henry fitted wild dr.ss shirts. 30%
off. Reg. $22 $24 sate 14.46-14.80

O lor la Vanderallt oxford shirts 30% off
Rag. $30 $32 sola $21-22.40

Status fashion denim jeans, more. 25-50%
oil Reg. 133-169. *eletl7-f l.7f

Sasion, Bon Jour, Chk salactad danlm
lean*. 30% oil. Rag. 29.99-142, sola
20.99-29.40

Palmetto'* sportswear. 20% off selected
styles Reg $22 $50 sole 17 *0-$40

Jayre. more sleepweor. 25-30% off
•elected
stylas
Reg.
$17 $35.
sal*
I2.7l-24.2i

YSI polyester, silk, ond lombswool ties.
25% off. Reg. 12 50 14 SO sole 9.36-10.66
Man's (031/460/6).

Young Collector

All polyester/cotton loldad wovon shirts
25% oil. Rag. $22 $35 sala lt.S0-2t.2S
Chaus wool saparatas. 25% oil salactad
styles Rag. $36 $62 aal* $27-44.50

Related separates. 25% off selected
•tyle*. Reg. $ 16 $72 sole $12 $54
Collage. Heidi, more novelty sweaters,
25% oil Orlg* $26 $42 tale I9.S0-3I.S0
Juniors (089'I33/121 /224/605/217/635)

Diana Von Furstanbarg wool twaad
jackals S0% oH. Orlg.' t96, tola49.99
All Loo lOO. acrylic swaotors. swootlhirIs
25% off. Rag. $21 $28. sol* I5.7S-521
Young Collector (0463/662/461/4*4/446).

Plaza, Westport
AN carduroy saparotas. 20% oH. Orlg •
$26 $80, aal* $it $41
Mamwaar for Har, 25% oft. Oxlord*.
moro. Rag. $21 $26. sola 15.75-19.SO

Sterling silver ond gold filled earrings
50% off. Reg. $22$48. sole $1I-$24

All Progressions, more packaged woven
thlrtt. 25% off
Reg. $18 $20
tele
13.66-111

All Morvella pearl*. 20% oil. Reg. $5 $35

Mlet4-tM
fntire stock earring*, Monet, more. 20%
oil Reg. $5 23 50 sol* $4-14.80
Entire stock women's bells. 30% off. Reg.
$5 $30 sol* 3.50-521

Sergio Valanta valour sat*. 30% oil Rag.
$45 sale 31.60

fntire (feck muffler*, earmuff*. shawls.
more. 30%
off
Reg.
$6 $66
sel*
4.2B-44.20

Dresses

fntire (toe* pantle*. 20% off. Reg.
2 50 8 50 sal. $2-1.40
Intimate Apparel [D26'236/155/600/122/
288/237/64/7).

Action Shop

fntire *tock hot*. 30% off. Fell, wool,
more. Reg. $10 $50. sol* 17-13S

Dannkanny pant* and acrylic pant*, 20%
off Reg $15 $16 wle $12-12.60
Plato. Wattport (065/168/03/60/109/142/
I92/1B4).

Flannel, terry and selected warm robe*.
25% off. Reg. $22 $75 tale It 50 St 25

Accessories

All Personal. Russ. mon wool coor
dinofes 30% off Rag. $30 $100 sol.
$11-170

All Cat Cea, mora polyest.r 'acrylic coordinate*. 40% oil Rag. $22 $66 tola
IS.20-39 to

Cleerence robes and loungewear. 50%
off Reg. $26 $75. sale $10 $30

Deerfoem sllpp*rs, 25% off (elected
(tyle*. Reg. $10 $18 s*l« 7.S0-1 J.S0
fntire (took women* socks 25% off. Reg.
$3 $12. *ol* 2.2M9

All young men'* cotton flannel shirts. 25%
off Reg $16 sale $12
fntire (feck fall outerwear. 25% off. Reg.
$28 $125 sale $21-93.75
f|even polyester wool (lock*. 25% off.
Reg $28 sale $21
All Nike. Ocean Pacific, more activewear,
25% off Reg. $13 $34 sale 9.7S-2S.SO
Fashion ond status denim leans. 25% oH.
Reg $28 $40 sole $31 -130
I|oven, Heggar young men'* sportcooti
23% off Reg. $73 $90. sole S4.2S-47.50
Action Shop (DI04/IB3/274/I0B/274).

telatlad ml**e*. petite clearance dresses
additional 25% off. Orlg.' $38 $150 sala

fntire (feck hodery. 20% off. Hones.
Clubhous* more. Reg. I 50 $15 s*l*
I.2MI2

Intlra stock Jockey underwear. 30% off.
Reg 4 50 $14 sole!.IS-7.60

Whlp-OWIII. mora mine* foil suits. 25 35%
oil Orlg.* $90 $250 sala 49.90-199.90

fntire stock small leather good*, 20-50%
off Reg. 4 25 $100. sole 3.40-170
Accessories (096/626/430/9/54/421/6/17/
112/83/443).

All misses, patlta crepe da china shirt
drassas 35% off. Orlg.* $44 $48 sala

19.99
DrMsas (0134/57/190/252/57/1 SO/185/1SS).

Intimate Apparel

Coats

$uetrect, $moothle, Pleytex foundation*,
25% off Reg. 10.50-535. sole 57 24,2S

All nslatea London Fog. mora rainwear,
25-50% Off. Reg. $60 $275 sal. $30 $220
Rainwear (0169).

Vesserett. Lace Artistry bras. 20% off.
Reg. 15 50 $17. wrfe l2.4B-lt.6B

Shop Macy's 9a.m. to 10p.m.
Sorry, no mall or phone orders.
'Intermediate price reductions
have been taken prior to this sale.

tote 12.7$
Great Plain* Clothing Co. Buffalo leans.
Polyesler cotton Reg. $22, sal* 16.10
Men's (0113/169).

Sportshirts
InHre stock men'( sweatshirts. 25% off.
Reg. $28 $36 sale $21 $27
All Designed for Action separates
off Reg. $20 $58 tele $14-46.60

30%

All left • Srownston* rugby »hlrt». 20%
off Reg. $28 $30 sole U.40-J24
fntire (feck flannel sportshirts 25% off.
Reg. $l8 $22 tele 13.to-It.SO
Sntlre (feck man's turtleneck*. 25% off.
Reg $15 $20 sole 11.25-515
Billy Kelly, loft ■ Brownstone solid ond
fancy sweaters
Reg. $24 $50
sal*
11137.50

All Robert true* V-neck sweaters. 29%
oH. Reg. $25. tale 14.75

Mecy'a awn vinyl handbags. 25% off. Reg.
$12 $21 sel.19-1S.75

Men s Furnishings

tlMtJ

Fared polyester wool alack*. Reg. 32.50.

All famous maker sweaters In (lock, 23%
off Reg. $38 $90 sale 24.58 47.50

fntire (feck women* leather glove*. 20%
off Reg. $40 $46. sale $30-34 SO

fntire (feck moderate leather handbags.
25-50%
off.
Reg.
I3.99$60.
tale
i.99-41.21

AH misses. patHa drassas. 20% oil rag.
price Reg. $40-1160. sala tS2 $ I2S

Sportcoats, Slacks

Gold Tee hodery. 25% off
sale2.25-t.7S

Reg. $3 $9

Pa|amat, 25% off. Long leg/long sleeve
styles Reg. $10 $26 sale 7.56-19.10
Intlra (feck men'* glove*. 25% off. Reg.
$10 $48 sale 7.$0-534

All
Christopher
Hayes
twill-collar
sweolershlrti Reg. $32 $36 sole $24 $27
Mens(D27/67l/S9/l07).

Men's Outerwear
All fall end winter coot* and lockets 29%
Off. Reg. $45 $385 tele 33 74-286 7S
Men's (0102).

Macy's earn belt* for men. 30% off. Reg.
$11-17.50. (ele7.70-IJ.2f
Macy's earn (port socks. 50% off. Reg.
2 25 2 50 sale 1.13-1.2$
Men. (069 105 III)

macyS
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Register may list buildings
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The city of Bowling Green will
begin seeking funds to list the
West Wooster Street Historic
District in a national directory,
if the mayor is authorized to do
so at the Nov. S city council
meeting.
An emergency resolution,
which got its first reading at the
Oct. 15 council meeting, authorizes Mayor Bruce Bellard to
apply for a $1,500 grant from the
Ohio Historic Preservation Office to help defray costs of nominating the district for inclusion
in the National Register of Historic Places.
The total cost for the listing is
$3,000. Residents of the primarily residential district have
agreed to pay $1,000 of the cost if
the grant is approved, said Colleen Smith, assistant municipal
administrator. The city will pay
the remaining $500.
Most of the money will go to
hire a consultant to survey the
district and the rest will pay for

charts and photographs needed
for the grant application, said
Carolyn Lineback, grants administrator for the city.
The resolution must pass two
more readings in council before
Bellard can sign it. If approved,
it will go into effect immediately
thereafter since an emergency
was declared to meet the Nov. 15
application deadline.
"I DONT think the council
will have any difficulty passing
it (the resolution)," Smith said.
Lineback said the city applied
in July for a similar grant from
the same office. The grant was
turned down because of the
large number of grant applications made at the time.
The district extends along
both sides of West Wooster
Street between Church and
Maple streets.
Lineback said the houses are
historically significant because
of their architecture and because most were built around
the turn of the century.
Houses which are to be included in the district are an

average 90 to 95 years old and
some are more than 100 years
old, said Lyle Fletcher, archivist for the Wood County Historical Society.
"Most of them (the houses)
are (Queen Anne and) Victorian
architecture," Fletcher said.
"Victorian ... is somewhat
eclectic - a little of this, a little
of that. Architecturally fancy,
with lots of gingerbread."
Fletcher said many farmers
moved into the city after oil was
discovered under their properties.
"THOSE FARMERS who had
land where oil was found became quite wealthy," he said.
"Their land was worth between
$200 and $500 an acre."
The city's Downtown Historic
District is already listed in the
Register, as well as several individual buildings in the city, including the Senior Citizens'
Center, 305 N. Main St., the
Wood County Courthouse, 1
Courthouse Square, and Needle
Hall in City Park, Lineback
said.

Photo/Carol Murphy

Historic homes
The Dunn Funeral Home, 408 W. Wooster, is one of the Victorian style houses on W. Wooster between
Church St. and Maple St. that are waiting to be listed in the National Register of Historical Places.
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Students without ID
slow check-in at center
by Nancy Boslwtck
reporter

An increase in the number of
students going to the Health
Center for appointments without
validation cards has slowed up
the procedure at the front desk,
according to Joanne Navin,
bead nurse and clinic coordinator for the center.
| "It's the policy of the Health
Center, as a student service,
(bat the only people we can see
are regular students," Navin
said, adding students should
bring their validation cards to
prove they are students at the
University.
; If a student neglects to bring
his validation card, the front

desk staff must check files to be
sure the student is registered at
the University, Navin said. This
delays the staff in getting appointments processed.
So far this month, an average
of 170 students a day have used
the Health Center, an increase
of 40 to 50 students more than in
the past, said Bemice Lohmann,
office manager for the center.
"We are seeing more students, so consequently we have
more students coming in without
their I.D.'s," she said. "It would
help the procedure and the pattern flow go a lot faster if they
have theirl.D.'s."
NAVIN SAID switching from
appointment on a walk-in basis
to scheduled appointments has

enabled the Health Center to see
students more efficiently.
Students may make appointments by phone and should notify the clinic if the appointment
must be canceled, she said.
Students are asked to arrive
five to 10 minutes early for their
appointments so the front desk
staff can handle necessary paper work before the appointment. Navin said.
Filling out a health history
form, sent to all freshmen, prior
to the appointment also increases efficiency, said Dr. Robert Desmond, director for the
Health Center.
The completed form gives the
staff information about allergies
and other health problems, he
said.

Phi U displays home ec
fcy Colleen A. Ryan
reporter

Home economics majors can
now receive not only course requirement information, but visuals to go with it.
Through a display created by
the local chapter of the national
borne economics honorary, Phi
Upsilon Omicron, information
pan be obtained about different
programs offered through the
department.
Six programs are featured in
the display, located in showcases on the first floor of the
Home Economics Building.
The exhibit is part of a na-

Dateline—
Mondale Presentation Walter Mondale will speak at
4:30 p.m. at the Portside Amphitheater in Toledo. If a ride
is needed, meet at the Union
Oval at 3:45 p.m.
LAGA - The Lesbian and
Gay Alliance will meet at 8:30
Em. in the Religious Educaon Room of St. Thomas
More Parish. An open discussion of "coming out" and
how to handle it will be the
focus of the meeting. Open to
the public.
Campus Democrats - The
Campus Democrats will meet
at 7-30 p.m. in 204 Moseley
Hall.
Peer Adviser Applications The Student Wellness Center
is now accepting applications

tional project for the Alpha XI
chapter at the University.
The project's theme, "Phi U
Honors - Pride, Potential and
Professionalism," centers on
the honorary's national goal of
(iromoting the diversity of the
ield of home economics and its
value as a profession.
"HOME ECONOMICS is so
much more than cooking and
sewing," said Christine Miller,
vice president of Alpha XI chapter and senior fashion merchandising major.
Miller, chair for the project,
said the the programs highlighted in the display are textiles
for the 1985-86 academic year.
Applications are available at
The Well, 220 Student Health
Center. They must be completed and returned by 4 p.m.,
Nov. 8.
Ohio Voters - Secretary of
State Sherrod Brown is

and clothing, fashion merchandising, child care and family
development, dietetics and nutrition, interior design and education.
The exhibit is part of the professional project all Phi U chapters compete in each year.
There are 15 Alpha Xi members
working on it.
Members will also visit the
Pemberville Boys Ranch in January and sponsor a clothing
drive there, fulfilling a community service project requirement.
Judging for all Phi U professional projects is in March and
the best project earns a chapter
award.
urging all Ohioans to remember Election Day Nov. 6,
when we elect our next president, members of Congress,
state representatives, state
senators, Ohio Supreme
Court justices, county officials and judges.

Hair, Skin,and Nail Designers

10% OFF
Perms, Cuts, Pedicures,
Manicures, & Sculptured Nails
with Nicole
352-4101
I 181 (B) S. Main
or 3524143
Coupon expires 11 /8

Churchill's
IAL8
, Try the Churchill's Difference
For Yourself....
* BROAD MERCHANDISE SELECTION
* ECONOMICAL PRICES
* FRIENDLY, "BACK HOME" SERVICE

COCA-COLA
8-1/2 litre bottles
$1.58 & deposit

Apples by the peck

with purchase of any
corduroy pant

with purchase of any
oxford shirt

Cabana
Potato Chips
2-8 oz. bags
$1.39

Red delicious
Golden delicious
Mclntosh
Jonathan
$2.29 peck

Listerine
Mouth Wash
32 oz. bottle
$2.69

Jiffy Cake Mix
assorted varieties
9 oz. packages
3/89* '
Jif Peanut Butter
with a 30* off label
28 oz. jar
$2.09

12 count package
99*

Cotton Club Pop
assorted flavors
3 qt. bottle

Old ET Paso
Taco Seasoning
1 1 /4 oz. package

Old El Paso
Taco Shells

99*

2/79*

Citrus Hill
Orange Juice
64 oz. Carton
$1.49

foonui Weekend
Jhun. Zrri. S^ut.

Free Kneesocks Free Knit Tie

Churchill's
plain, powdered, or
cinnamon fry cakes
$1.39 doz.

Shick
Disposable razors
5 count package
89*

7^
Free Blouse
with purchase of any
any Fall suit

Free Twistbeads

Free Rain hat

Buy 2 pr, 3rd Strand Free
(same price or less)

With purchase of any
raincoat

WE OFFER THE WIDEST SELECTION
OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER!

(Does not apply to sale merchandise)

Dke PourJer Puff
525 r2J?. St.
phone 352-6225

A FAMILY ORGANIZATION
SINCE 1917
I WE BELIEVE you'll agree, Churchill's is a unique experience in food shopping. We work to make it that way.
And, all the while, we're committed to delivering VALUE
• the best possible quality at the lowest possible price.
But you know, there's more to value than high quality
and low prices. There's variety, convenience, and service.
Efforts in all these areas combine to bring you the most
value for your grocery dollar. It's the kind of value you
get at CHURCHILL'S. And that's a promise.

Churchill's
1141S. Main St.
Bowling Green
Open 6a.m. to 1a.m. Daily

Prices effective Thurs., Oct.25 thru Sun., Oct 28,1984

.
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Aide dispatched to Algerian celebration

Mitterrand sends his party into uproar
PARIS (AP) - President
Francois Mitterrand has ignited
an uproar in his ruling Socialist
Party by deciding to send a top
aide to Algeria's celebration of
the 30th anniversary of the
uprising against French colonial
rule.
Foreign Minister Claude
Cheysson will be the official
French representative at the
Nov. 1 anniversary festivities.
More than 22 years after President Charles de Gaulle granted
Algeria its independence, lingering memories of the bloody re-

bellion can still stir up bitter
hatreds among the French.
"The Algerian war is still
vividly present in the memory of
all Frenchmen," Socialist deputy Alain Richard said recently
as he protested Mitterrand's decision.
More than 25,000 French soldiers and several thousand
French civilians died during the
eight-year Algerian war. Many
of the French victims were
killed in terrorist actions by the
Algerian National Liberation
Front.
There are no precise statistics
of losses on the Algerian side,

but the Algerian government
estimates that more than one
million guerrillas and civilians
were killed. The war ended with
a 1962 peace treaty paving the
way for independence.
MITTERRAND MADE the
decision to send Cheysson during his one-day visit to Algiers
last Friday for talks with President Chadli Bendjedid, who was
elected last January to a new
five-year term.
At Tuesday's weekly meeting
of the 265 Socialist deputies in
France's National Assembly,
many legislators protested viru-

lently against Mitterrand's gesture. So many of the Socialist
deputies wanted to speak that
the meeting had to be resumed
yesterday.
The protests came particularly from deputies from southern France, where most of the
1.5 million French settlers who
fled Algeria after independence
are now living.
Lionel Jospin, first secretary
of the Socialist Party, defended
Mitterrand's decision to send
Cheysson to the elaborate ceremonies planned to celebrate the
30th anniversary of the uprising.
"Thirty years have gone by,'

Jospin told the stormy party
meeting. "We must turn the
page."
FRENCH representatives, he
said, have paid tribute to the
Algerian liberation struggle
more discreetly in previous
years without arousing a storm
of protest.
France could not afford to be
absent from this year's exceptional ceremonies, he said, particularly since high-level
delegations will represent the
United States, Britain, West
Germany and other western nations.
Since de Gaulle, all French

governments have regarded Algeria as the linchpin of France's
policies toward Africa and the
Arab world. Despite the expulsion of the French settlers, the
nationalization of French-owned
land and industry and the "antiimperialist" posture of previous
Algerian governments, France
has never wavered in its policy
of goodwill toward its former
colony.
The French also have important commercial interests at
stake. Oil-rich Algeria is
France's largest trading partner in the Third World, its major
supplier of oil and natural gas.

Reagan, Nixon masks big sellers this Halloween
BOSTON (AP) - Forget
ghouls and goblins. This Halloween, the owner of the country's
largest costume shop says Reagan and Nixon masks are selling
fike crazy, along with Michael
Jackson gloves at $14.95 a shot.

Mr. T and his gold chains are
very popular, but remarkably
few customers want to look like
Walter Mondale or Geraldine
Ferraro.
"Reagan is a very, very big
seller. I say we sell about 12 a

Reg. $10

Haircut
Hours
M-9:30-5:00
T-Thur-9:30-6:30
F-9:30-7:00
Sat-9:30-4:00

$5
Does
not
include
shampoo

Good for
Nov. 2
bring coupon

day, even more than that," Da- downtown Boston. As usual,
vid Bertolino said yesterday at says Bertolino, political costumes are making him money.
his store, Little Jack Homer Inc.
"The other day someone from The masks of President Reagan
Mondale headquarters came and former President Nixon sell
down and bought a Reagan for $25 to $40, depending on the
mask. Don't know what they amount of detail in the disguise.
THE STORE has sold out its
plan to do with it.
"And Nixon is hot. Easily as 1,200 masks of Massachusetts
popular as Reagan," Bertolino Sen. Edward Kennedy, but still
said. "I guess people still love to has a few John F. Kennedy
hate him. Sometimes they come masks available.
in and buy the Nixon mask and
then buy handcuffs or a ball-.
Bertolino was prepared to orand-chain to go with it."
der 5,000 masks of Democratic
This year is Little Jack Hom- presidential challenger Walter
er's 50th year in business in Mondale several months ago.
but then decided against it. r'If

he doesn't win, I'm stuck with
thousands of Mondales staring
at me. Then I've got to hope then
that someone down the line looks
like him," he said.
"You have to stick by the
numbers and the polls," he said.
"We don't take any party lines.
We just order what they are
asking for."

its renting for $30 and priests'
robes $20.
An outfit modeled on "Elvira"
- a late-night TV hostess who
dresses as a sexy vampire - is
Cbably the biggest selling cosle, she said, "for both men
and women."
Shiny, decorated Michael
Jackson jackets, epaulets and
all, are selling fast among teenSo far, he says, only a few agers, Dauria added. And colpeople have sought a Mondale lege students frequently request
mask or a mask of his running costumes based on the hit movie
mate.
"Ghostbusters."
"I notice a lot of people come
Upstairs in the store's cos- in asking to see our Boy George
tume shop, saleswoman Donna costume," she said of the EnDauria noted that religious cos- glish pop singer who dresses like
tumes are extremely popular a woman, "But no one wants to
this Halloween, with nuns hab- rent it."

located in Stadium View Shopping Center

THE HAIR REPAIR
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"Where quality comes first"

Lois

Leah

Suzie

[352-2566

We Serve:
• MANDARIN
• CONTONESE
•SZECHUAN

COME SEE
OUR PUMPKINS!I

OPEN
SEVEN
DAYS

SUNDAY BUFFET
12 10 4

• COCKTAILS •

MAM Pi CHINA OAK
1113. 741 »4»l
Momo«. Muh only

MAM fl CHINA GATE
MONROE. MICH

OIMfR LOCATION

124 CHESTERFIELD LANE. MAUMEE

COMES MEET

I

WALTER
MONDALE
I Thursday, October 25, 5 PM
I Bands begin at 4:30
Portside Amphitheater
Inside in case of rain
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
Free parking/shuttle busses at Sports Arena
Ride leaves Union Oval at 3:45 p.m.

S93 9445

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
a************************************

CONGRATULATES
Steve Beeker, the winner
in a 5 county area of this
year's "Ugly Bartender
Contest" to support the
M.S. Society.
& THANKS to all those
who helped donate to this
worthy cause.
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KIPS"

THURSDAY IS. . .
COLLEGE NIGHT
Reynolds at Haathsrdowns 867-9123

Sacor at Sylvania 473-0662

Open Seven Days A Week!

TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

PRESENT THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION
Not vaUd Friday or Saturday

Expires: 11/1/84

«L

BOWLING GREENS ROCK AUTHORITY

ROCK NIGHT
AT

HTTUS

Tonight, October 25th
Free Admission with BG ID card
*■ : Come "Party" with the WFAL Party Animals
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Company fights rumor
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CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Procter & Gamble Co. has enlisted the help of religious leaders, filed lawsuits and has now
begun a direct-mail campaign in
its three-year battle to cry and
halt what the company says Is a
baseless rumor that it is in
league with the devil.
'"We want it to go away. It's
never completely dropped down
to lero," says Robert Norrish,
P&G's director of public relations.
The Rev. Jerry Falwell, the
Moral Majority leader who issued a 1982 statement at P&G's
request to declare the rumor a
lie, said Tuesday he sympathizes with the company and
would help it again if asked.
"It's almost unbelievable that
there are still persons who could
swallow such a cock-and-bull
story," Falwell said from his
home in Lynchburg, Va.
"Procter & Gamble is an outstanding company and an asset
to the nation?*
The Cincinnati-based company mounted a full-scale campaign in 1962 in an effort to
squelch the spreading rumors
that its moon-and-stars trademark is the devil's symbol and
that P4G President John Smale
allegedly went on a national
television talk show to say some
company profits were going to
Satan.

early October, is aimed at
reaching churches and local media in areas where the rumor
has again cropped up, to explain
the truth of the matter, Norrish
said.
"It's goofy, it's a ridiculous
rumor. It's libelous. The whole
thing is just absolutely without
foundation," Norrish said.
In 1982, the company filed
lawsuits in several areas of the
nation against those found to be
spreading the allegations. And,
at P&G's request, Falwell and
other prominent religious leaders - including Billy Graham
and then-Cincinnati Catholic
Archbishop Joseph Bernardin issued statements declaring the
rumors false.
At the peak of the story's
popularity, Procter & Gamble
received 15,000 calls in June 1982
on its toll-free telephone lines.
After the lawsuits were filed, the
rumor died down but hasn't gone
away.
The company has received
about 3,000 calls so far this
month about the rumor, which
has recurred because the people
spreading it have reproduced
leaflets and distributed them in
churches and shopping malls,
Norrish said.

nia. Nebraska, western New
York state, Wisconsin, Chicago,
Minneapolis-St. Paul and western Pennsylvania.
The company is using the mail
campaign to explain the history
of its trademark and to reiterate
that Procter & Gamble and its
trademark have no affiliation
with the devil.
P*G has not located the new
sources of the rumor but is prepared to file suit against those
people if necessary to halt the
story's spread, Norrish said.
Procter & Gamble's moonand-stars trademark, registered
in 1882 with the U.S. Patent
Office, dates to the 1850s. It
originated when the company
marketed a product called Star
Candles. Workmen who shipped
the candles began marking the
crates first with an 'X,' then the
moon and stars, Norrish said.
The company manufactures a
wide variety of food, personal
and health-care products and
does $13 billion worth of business
worldwide each year.
Dan Kane, spokesman for the
Catholic Archdiocese of Cincinnati, said he has received calls
during the past few days from
various dioceses, inquiring
about Bemardin's June 1982
statement.
"I think it's a very difficult
thing to grapple with because
there's so many people who
seem to want to believe it,"
Kane said of the rumor.

If you're 19 and like
to party the place for
you is. . .

A PARTY PLACE

THURSDAY NIGHT
We want to know...
Military chopper crashes
what would you do for
2 Salvadoran officers die a '58 chevy?
PROCTOR * GAMBLE'S direct-mail campaign, begun in

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - Two officers considered to be among the finest field
commanders in the Salvadoran
army were killed Tuesday when
their helicopter crashed in guerrilla-controlled territory, a military SDokesman reported.
Col. Ricardo Cienfuegos told a
news conference eight military
men were killed in the crash,
which was "almost certainlya
due to mechanical failure.
The rebels' clandestine Radio
Venceremos claimed guerrillas
shot the helicopter down In
northeastern Morazan province.
Cienfuegos said everyone

HE SAID the company's direct-mail campaign, started
early this month, was aimed at
churches and local news media
in areas where the rumors are
cropping up - including Califor-

aboard the helicopter was killed,
including Lt. Col. Domingo Monterrosa, commander of the 3d
Infantry Brigade; Col. Napoleon
Herson Calito. who heads the
Commandos Brigade in Morazan province; Maj. Jose Armando Azmitia, leader of the
U.S.-trained Atlacatl battalion,
and Maj. Nelson Alejandro
Rivas.
THE LOSS of Monterossa and
Azmitia was a severe blow to the
army.
Many military observers said
Monterossa was the army's top
field commander, and Azmitia

had been selected to head the 1,200 soldiers of the Atlacatl, who
have received special training in
anti-guerrilla warfare.
Radio Veneremos claimed
guerrilla machine gunners had
managed to advance close
enough to government positions
in the town of Joateca, 123 miles
northeast of San Salvador, to
shoot down the UH-1H helicopter
just after it took off Tuesday
afternoon.
But Cienfuegos said no military action was reported in the
area at the time that the helicopter crashed.

Downtown Bowling Green Merchants
are happy to present:

55

28V

fm CUtr W Hit Ch*e$kti
UMifUUmm
TlHift., October 25ft fm Htm tui B^f RHu
7 till 10pm.
ktmUfBrnfmUk

TUESDAY NIGHT
We're going to take
you back. . .way back.
We're playing all the
hits from the 50's 60's
and 70's
Information Line:
865-1491
5319 HEATHERDOWNS BLVD.
NEAR REYNOLDS

TOLEDO, OHIO

FREE ADMISSION
EVERY TUESDAY &
THURSDAY NIGHT WITH
VALID COLLEGE I.D.

Sporte
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Falcons' Jackson earns respect
by Tom Reed

sports reporter
In grade school there was always the mild-mannered kid
who never caused trouble in
class. But, then came recess.
And suddenly the docile youth
became a playground tyrant
who terrorized everyone in
sight.
Much to Mark Jackson's dismay there is no recess at Bowling Green. He attends classes
everyday just waiting for that
last one to end so he can head to
his new stomping grounds, the
soccer field, where his intense
style of play has made him the
Falcons' leading scorer.
"Mark really Knows where to
draw the line, senior teammate
Tod Johnson said. "Off the field
Mark is a lot of fun, he's really a
laid-back type of a guy; but
when it comes time to play soccer he takes it seriously and is
very intense."
Jackson, a junior from Dayton
said his drastic mood swing
from an easy-going student to a
fierce competitor occurrs because of his desire to be the best
player possible.

I'm usually an easy-going guy,
but when it comes to soccer 1 try
to be all buisness," Jackson
said. "I'm a perfectionist on the
field. I love to play and work as
hard as I can. And, when things
don't go my way I get frustrated
and that makes me play even
harder."
JACKSON'S HARD work has
earned him all-tournament
team honors in both the Akron
Budweiser Classic and the
Oneonta Mayor's Cup tournaments.
Teammates such as co-captain Pat Kenney also notice
Jackson's contributions. Kenny,
who is also from Dayton, said
Jackson's hard work ethic has a
very positive effect on the rest of
the team.
"He is a good leader," Kenney
said. "The way he busts his tail
out on the field nibs off on everyone, especially the young guys.
And, when guys see him working
so hard they try to do the same.
When he's at his best, the
energetic Jackson is all over the
field. He will slide-tackle an
opponent in his own end, make a
hard run the opposition's goal,

take a pass, and score.
In fact, BG coach Gary Palmisano said the 5-10,160 pounders'
best quality is his great athletic
ability.
"Mark is a fantastic athlete,"
Palmisano said. "He is well
conditioned, has good strength
for his size and is incredibly
quick."
Jackson has scored seven
goals and added one assist for IS
points this season. Johnson said
It's Jackson's quickness which
makes him such a dangerous
player.
"Mark has such break-away
potential," he said. "If he gets
the ball and can get around you,
he's gone. He can also intimidate a player into making mistakes because with his great
speed and anticipation he can
intercept passes and cause turnovers.
WHILE JACKSON leads the
Falcons in scoring, he also has
the dubious distinction of being
assessed the most yellow cards two cards warrants ejection
from the game.
"I feel Uke I'm playing at my
best when I am aggressive, but

sometimes I know I can get
overly aggressive too." Jackson
said.
One case of his "over aggression" came in last fall's opening
match against West Virginia.
While both teams were lining
up in front of the WVU net awaiting a corner kick, one of the
Mountaineer's purposely hit
Jackson with a low blow. Jackson immediately retaliated by
punching the WVU player in the
face and knocking him out.
Unfortunatly, the referee only
saw Jackson's action and threw
him out of the match.
Jackson has had no such problems this year and while the
team has struggled, he has been
Sleased with his individual pcrormance.
Two weeks ago he injured his
knee in a match against Oakland
and though its been heavly
taped, Jackson has scored two
goals and an assist in three
games.
Jackson has scored 26 goals in
two and a half years and hopes
he can continue his playing career in the professional ranks.

BG booters blanked, 1-0
by Tom Reed
sports reporter
BG News Phil Masturzo

Mark Jackson
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With the exception of Sunday's
game against Onio State, watching a Bowling Green soccer
match lately is like viewing a
late night television repeat over
and over again.
The Falcons' always have the

MUSK ol Heslerman Maclnnn Wens
Contemporary Music Whai t Happening in Europe'
Music of Baer Ueerman Francesconi Gryc
Holmes MaVs

ball deep into an opponent's
territory, but they just can't
score.
Last night was no different as
the Cleveland State Vikings
blanked BG 1-0 in Cleveland.
"It's like the football team
that always moves the ball all
the way down to the twenty-yard
line but then breaks down," Fal-
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con head coach Gary Palmisano
said.
BG dominated second half
play, spending most its time
with in scoring range. However,
Palmisano said the Falcons had
no patience to work for the good
scoring chances.
They (CSU) must have only
crossed the midfield line twice
in the second half." he said.
"But, we lacked patience on our
offensive attack, we just were
not setting up and taking our
time."
WHILE THE Falcons had a
strong effort in the second half,
Palmisano noted that they had a
lack luster first session.
"We came out and played with
no emotion or spirit in the first
half, we were slow reacting to

the ball," he said. "At the collegiate level you have to play hard
because you can't just win with
skill, it's time we learn our lesson."
The lone goal came at the
28:11 mark, when Anthony Bailey took a crossing pass from
Dave Brown and drilled the ball
past Falcon goalie Kim Bucher.
The Viking's, who are now 104-1, out shot BG 12-7 and Bucher
made four saves.
The loss drops the Flacon record at 6-7-2, and it mave have
been the fatel blow in BG' NCAA
playoff hopes. The Falcons also
no longer ranked in the Mideast Regional Soccer Conference
The Falcons return home Sunday to face the Michigan State
Spartans. Kickoff is at 2 p.m.

MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
Open 6 days a week
Open Evenings Thursday & Friday
190 S. Main St.
352-7658

V

-mhh*

is having a

Expires 10/11/84

Bowling Green

"*

HALLOWEEN
PARTY
OCT. 31
am680WFAL

VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS
Accepting Applications
From
Oct. 24th-Nov. 14th for
Spring Semester Leases
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

LIVE BROADCAST

Prizes for BEST Costume

* Grand Prize $50 *
also albums, beer signs, posters, and cash
prizes to give away.
PARTY STARTS AT 8 p.m.
"Come dead or alive but come in costume!"

POTATO CHIPS 8oZ2.or
2 litre reg.
PEPSI

1.29
1.09

Union Foyer or UAO Office 3rd Floor Union
10 AM to 4 PM
1

If signing up for mixology courses you must have I.D.

!•■•■•■«

Monty's offers you
Design Freedom Perm
$33 value
NOW $28 includes haircut!
good through 11/8/84
valid only with coupon
walk-ins welcome

s&iL-

ICE COLD
KING KEGS, BEER,
LARGE SELECTION
WINE, BEER
BUCkeye Plam or Ridg.es

MUNI-COURSE REGISTRATION
Sign Up Now For One Of Many
Fun And Interesting Courses
Oct. 22-26, Oct. 29-31, Nov. 1-2

124

W. Wooster

354-3533

352-26111

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!
*^| l""^

ftp'

^\ 12933 KRAMER RD.

v\ - »«• -

BG* LARGEST L i»\|lrr^k ~3i ftr.ll
AND MOST A
COMPLETE (B
IMPORT
FACILITY

11 'II. Ill i in
OClOber 25.26,27

J/

Aces

A@V\ IM^

Post - off on Millers N.R.. Genesse N.R..
Lite 12 pk Cans, Old Milwaukee 6 pk Cans,
Meister Brau Cans.
Check your Prices!!

&

Eight

352-7031
(i)

RACKETEERS

QQ

FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS!
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q BLDG.
I

•

W±"iL*W

Thursday

Saturday

Friday
210 N. Main
No Cover
^e»e*efce»

^••iiaaaaaaaaaai
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McConnell building strong defense
team was "the talk of the town."
"I'd look around on Friday night and found out everybody was
at the hockey game," McConnell said. "There would be 9,000
people at the game. Oddly enough, I married the coach's
daughter (Sandi Johnson). She was a cheerleader for football. In
those days they cheered for football and hockey."
MCCONNELL'S INTEREST in hockey came before he met his
wife. Since they met, he and Sandi have enjoyed watching Sandi's
brother Mark play on the 1980 Olympic team and father Bob
coach two NCAA championships ('77 and '81).
Just last March, they traveled to Lake Placid. N.Y. to watch
BG's hockey team win a national title with Sandi s other brother
Pete Johnson serving as a graduate assistant.
He might enjoy watching hockey, but McConnell says his first
love is still football. After receiving an undergraduate degree in
physical education, he stayed at UW to serve as a part time
assistant for a year and a half.
The first full time position led McConnell to Northern Arizona,
coaching both the defensive and offensive backfield for one year
each.
His experience in offense and defense has also shown at BG as
he began coaching receivers for two years before taking over at
defensive coordinator. It does not bother head coach Denny Stolz
that McConnell is not the most experienced on the staff.
"I have a lot of confidence in 'Mac,' " Stolz said. "That is the
number two position on the staff. That's a very prestigious
positition on the staff. It propells them to head coaching jobs."
SO FAR this season, McConnell has had his work cut out for
him as the defensive corps have been plagued with injuries. But
the backup players have done their jobs and the Falcon defense
has allowed only one touchdown in the last two games.
McConnell has credited the coaching staff for the defense's
success and even more credit to the performance of the players
because "they are the ones playing the game."
Most people expected most of the show to come from quar-

by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

When Tim McConnell graduated from Darlington High School
in Wisconsin, he had a choice of going to a small school and
become an instant starter at defensive back or he could walk-on
at the University of Wisconsin.
He chose the latter, and of the 65 players who tried out, he was
one of the two players that survived the cut and played for four
years.
McConnell, now Bowling Green's defensive coordinator,
earned three letters while playing for the Badgers from 1973-77.
In his sophomore year he made the traveling team.
In that year UW defeated highly regarded teams like Nebraska, and Missouri, and finished with a 7-4 record. McConnell
said he got a great deal of pleasure playing against some of the
top Big Ten teams.
"I really enjoyed playing at Michigan, Ohio State and Purdue." McConnell said. r'The crowds were huge, and I played
against a lot of fine football players. Some of Woody Hayes'
greatest team's played then."
HE ADMITTED he was not a great back, and might have been
better off going to a smaller school or playing for a team in the
likes of the Mid-American Conference if he was looking to be a
star.
"I played as good as I could with my ability," McConnell said.
"If I had to do it all over again I wouldn't change a thing."
Awards might not have gone McConnell's way for his performance on the field, however he did receive recognition for his
classroom activities.
In his senior year, he earned Academic All-Big Ten honors. He
also received the UW's Ivan B. Williamson award for athletic and
academic excellence.
Despite playing football at a Big Ten school, it was not football
that received the most attention. Instead, the Badgers' hockey

terback Brian McClure and the rest of the high scoring offense.
Now that the defense has also shown they are worth recognition,
McConnell is not surprised.
"I think it surprised the fans," McConnell said. "But not the
coaches. We knew the kids were good players. It was just a
matter of hitting the field and playing."

£k*k
Tim McConnell
THURSDAY STUOEMTS WITH
VMJDBONLY

Falcon laxers win
5-2 over Rockets
despite penalties
The Bowling Green club lacrosse team continued it's winning streak Tuesday night
against Toledo in the Glass
Bowl. The Falcons upped their
record to 4-0 with a decisive 5-2
victory over the Rockets.
Toledo jumped in front early
in the first quarter, gaining their
only lead with a goal on a well
executed fast break.
The Falcon's offensive attack
was started by rookie Steve
Motz, who netted and unassited
goal three minutes into the second quarter. BG's second goal
was scored three minutes later
by Mike Rossi, who took a behlnd-the-net pass from Tom
Fisher and bounced it off the
turf past the UT goalie.
Toe rest of the second quarter
went scoreless , as the Falcons
were called for six penalties,
forcing them to play shorthanded the remaindet of the
first half.
"Penalties and lack of concentration hurt us in the first half,
but we talked it out," BG defenseman Jim Kelley said.
JUST TWO minutes into the
second half, the Falcons found
themselves short-handed due to

a cross-checking penalty. Toledo lost possession of the ball on
a bad pass, which senior midfielder Marty McCafferty
picked up, racing the full length
of the field to challenge the UT
goalie. McCafferty won the oneon-one confrontation to give BG
a 3-1 lead.
With 6:25 remaining in the
third quarter, Randy Rutkai
took Doug Troutner's pass from
behind the net and eluded the
Rocket goalie to net the fourth
Falcon goal. Three minutes
later, senior attackman Nick
Haas picked up a ground ball in
front of the net and scored on a
behind-the-back shot. Haas' heroics gave BG a 5-1 lead.
UT's final goal came with one
minute remaining with the Falcons short-handed due to an
illegal head-check penalty. BG
held on to defeat UT for the first
time in four years.

I'5 Moodoy morning
ot JFK High.
NrCKMOUl

TEACHERS (

nmmmi.jBwnmtna
WmSTUOeMTS ONLY J2.00
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THE RAZOR'S EDGE" ro-n

AT T.M
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Photo/Jim Sakola
The Falcons' Tom Fisher (right) evades two Toledo defenders
in Tuesday's lacrosse game at the Glass Bowl. BG won 5-2.

IBOWLING GREENi
Lacrosse Team

i£!L

presents

"Falcon Fall Tournament''

Kent State, Toledo, Dayton, Heidelberg & your favorite
Falcons.
Come cheer on the Falcons and join them in their post-Tournament
1v celebration. Saturday, Oct. 27" 10 am - 6 pm West Side of Stadium.
vr KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KV. Kr. KE KE Kr. KV

MONSTER-GRAMS!
6 ft. long Halloween Messages
that you get to write - send one
to a friend today!
On sale Oct. 23-26 and Oct. 29 in the Union
Foyer 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
* Only 50* Each *
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KAPPA SIGMA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THEIR
1984-85 EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
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GRANDMASTER
GRAND PROCURATOR
GRAND MASTER OF CEREMONIES
GRAND SCRIBE
GRAND TREASURER

uu

AndyHogan
Mike Harlow
Eric Grace
TimTegge
Conrad Wolf

Also Congratulations to all

U
other newly elected house officers!
u
US
u
KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE Kg KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KKE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE ?!

DAVY JONES' LOCKER
"Your p«t connection"

***********************************

Omicron Delta Kappa
*s~>x ODK^--\>
National Leadership/ Scholarship
Honor Societyl
Applications available

405 Student Services BIdg.
110 Administration Bldg. (Registrar's Office)
3rd Floor Union (UAO Office)

Applications due by Nov. 2nd
in 3rd floor Union UAO office
************************************

SUPER TANK SPECIAL
*

OPEN 7 DAYS
m-th 11-8:30
fri 12-8:30
sat 9-6
sun 12-5

15 sizes- 10 to 125 gal.
'We refuse to be undersold"
100 Goldfish
cash & carry
Good thru
10/31/M

Parakeets
all young
birds 110.99
Good thru
10/31 /M

Goldfish $1.30 dox.
or
Guppys 11.23 dox.
Good thru
10/31/34

Wo might not havo the most tanks around,
but tho customers claim thoy'ro tho cloonostlll
I Layaways always available
178 S. Main-Downtown B.G.

Wa always have fish specials
354-1885

■■
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Classifieds.
Brent Rembold,
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ARE YOU READY?
Catvert Deforeat as
Larry "Bud" Melman
Sunday, Dec 2, 8 00
Grand Baa-oom, Union

Tha Laaban and Oay Abence «* meet tonight
■ 8 30 In M neiatous Education Room ol St
Thomea Moora Parian Bring a Friend'

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ACSSA MEETINQI
ATTOmOH CHEMMTI
OON't FORGET THIS MONTHS ACS** MEETMa IT W THURSDAY. OCT. 2S AT I: JO P.M.
IN HATES S10. ALL AWE WELCOME

Tha Student Webieea Cantar a now taking
appscahona lor paar advlaora tor tha 1985
1986 academic year ApoacaHona ara available
al Tha Wal. 220 Studant Health Cantar. and
rrvjd bo turned m by 4 0*3 om. Nov 8

CATEGORY WHITE WATER RAFTING
BUS 1. DEL. BEAR. HOLIDAY INN. ROOM
140, BATHTUB OF BEER. WAKE-UP CALL,
RAFT 31. JUMP ROCK, SKULL ROCK, UNDERCUT ROCK. COLOCUTS. PICTURES.
BROKEN BUS. MORE BEER, LONG JOHN
SILVER. 4:00AM, PARTY AT STEVES. ROOM
203 2BT, 8:00PM THURS , BYOR EVERYONE INVITED PROVIDED THEY WEAR THEIR
LONG JOHN SILVER HAT.

Kappa Stga
Laal yeare tea waa out d sight, lets do II right
on Thura nkjhl' The Kappas
Kappas
The let annual Olympic Kappaton waa a hugoeucceea! Congratulations on a rob wal done
We had a great fnel Love. Tha KD'a
KAREN MAVITY: CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR LAVALIERING TO JOHN. I'M REALLY
HAPPY FOR BOTH OF YOU. LOVE. LISA.
PS-WE NEVER DID FIND THAT KEG, WE'LL
HAVE TO 00 LOOK IN AGAIN SOON I

SHHH-. MUM'S THE WOROI
SHMH-. MUM'S THE WORDI

Found: Umbrees and calculator n Motary Hal
Cal 3720248 lo dam.

AMA I
Oat those raffia sekete add and lumad kill Earn
aoma aaay Beje Crap polntBl
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
leyjoaiin rteyrtde. Saturday Oct. 27 Rldaa
leave union before 7 p.m Kag, munchiaa.
horaaa. hay providad. Snydara Farm, tat larm
aaal ol 78 on right Sign up on AMA Board, BA
buWng
ATTENTION FRIDAY MAGAZINE WRITERSII'
MealUg at 3 p.m. Friday In Tha BO Nawa
office. 108 umvanMy Hal Naw writers welcome!
ATTENTION NEW ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
MEMBERS: Anyone who did not attend the
I ■Melon oaremony on October 21 can pick up
net certificate and key at 425 atudant eerycaabuMng
,
I 0. Jaycaaa- WRON Haunted Houaa. Annex
aidg Wood County Fairgrounds. Od 11,20.
Oct 2«.27 Oct 31 7om-12 midnight. 12.00
Admission. Matinee Od. 21 2-5pm, 11.00
AcMslealnn
MEET WALTER MONDALE ON THURSDAY
OCT Ht, '004 at 4:30 pm at Ida Portakte
emphatnaatar ,'4eet at union oval lor rktea at

SaxuaJPrerarance
A praaantabon and dajcuaoinn of tha paraonal
and potacai probktms between leetxana and
heterosexual woman in tha Woman's
Movement Al woman welcome to attend
Thursday Od. 25th, 7 30 p.m.. Capital Fan..
Union. Sponsored by Woman lor Women lor
more Information cal 3722281.

Slop and sign a postcard, help atop add rain
Union Forum Ek3
Check us for low sax screening prices
JEANS N THINGS
531 Ridge

RUa needed to O U lor thai weekend' Cal
Lynn 3548103
RUa need* lo OU Athena Od. 26-28 Can
leave Thura/F n Wl help with gasS Cal Sarah •
354-7404

SERVICES OFFERED

Kan Long,
Congratulations on your engagement
Tommy' Love. BG Swimmln Women

Cindy Watson
You are a hard habit to braek. Hoar about
another chance 14S4E
Low etwaye, Rob.

Laura Boone
Congrats on your CHI O. SAE levaeertng lo
Herb! I'm happy lor both d you'
CHi O lovo and more ol mme. JU01

Deve St Chuck.

■TUTORING
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS
READING - GRAMMAR - COMPOSITION
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 6pm
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER
FREE into about book "Obtain Maximum Collage Financial Aid" SCA. 3841 Deal. Dept C6.
Houston. TX 77026 Phone (713) 868-7899
Al your typing noeda
prompt A proleseionei
352-4017 Clara
Abortion, pregnancy leers, student ralaa. Cantar lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2567788
Think your pregnant? Free test A help.
Absolutely confidential'
1241 9131

LAURIE GREENECONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ADRIAN SAE
PINNING TO KEVIN I AM REALLY HAPPY
FOR YOU' KEEP ON 5MIUNO. JENNIFER

ARE YOU READY?
ITS TIME
■ SHERCK FOR CONGRESS
Deer Staters d Phi Mu
Thank you so much lor al ol your support with
Stale OAy Get psyched for Sail Love, Lorl C

Laurie Greene
Thanks ao much lor thai past weekend I bad a
great timel I love you. Keysr

DELTA ZETA VOLLEYBAILI
DELTA ZETA VOLLEYSALLI
DELTA ZETA VOLLEYBALL!
SATURDAY OCT. 271

LI" Cheryl
You're the bestesl' Gat ready. Friday lo comkvjMVeYegolngCT«y^LovejiaJobi^arBh

CO Kidnap victims Bobby and Coin
Beware tomorrow you wal be our hostages and
wa wl accept no ransom, you ara destined lor
capture! VQur D G Kidnappers?

MAW ST FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE
Two lun tied rvgnls. okis S100
spending allowance Don't maw
your cahnce to win'
Main SI SAturday Nlte

Doug Tarmuhlen 4 Stave Barbteri,
HALLOWEEN IS DRAWING NEAR
KAPPA KRUSH IS ALMOST HERE
HAVE YOU EVEN GOT A CLUE
AS TO WHO IS SCOPING YOU?!!
YOUR KAPPA KRUSH DATES

PERSONALS

3 day sale
Athletic shoes 8 apparel
140 E Wooalar St

ANASTASkO
CONGRATULATIONS ON A
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF YOUR 2
WEEK MARATHON' TAKE SOME TIME OFF.
OK. I OONT WANT TO HAVE TO START
WRTnNG JOURHALSI

Road Fury Nov 3 Be there!
Road Rally Nov 3-Be there!
Road Rely Nov 3 Be there!

ANNETTE EVERSON:
Congratulations on your engagement. I'm so
happy tor you and I wish you happiness
eteraye. Please don't torget your big when
you leave BO1 KO love and especially mine,
Pane.
.

GO FOR THE GAVEL

Are you Alpha Skj's ready to ba Champa? Love
your DZcoechea
BarbKeear.
Thanks for at ol your help and support Love.

LonC
Beginning Mixology
Advanced Mixology
St5 for 8 wee* course
sign up in Union Foyer
Monday-Friday until Nov 2
iOam-4 pm

MM
Vines

HAPPY 22nd TLB. THANKS FOR THE
GREAT TIME AT HEARTHROB LAST WEEKEND. GET PSYCHED FOR NOV. 17 C.W. P.S.
DON'T FORGET DINNER TONIOHT

Phi Delt s:
Od psyched lo win tha DZ volleyball tournament Saturday! We're behind you a" the
sreyl
Love your DZ coaches, Amy, Eva. Kim 8
WosaaY
Rayme Marconi and Jack Boogie
Can't wall to meet you guys on Thursday Love
your secret pumpkins

Hey ThelaChls
Gat psyched for the DZ Voeaybel Tournament
Saturday' We're behind you 10OH
Love your DZ coachee. Kami, Amy and Janratot

Calatnend
Si fnaWlaW Pea* *JI aW KXXJ

354-3540

Rich Heenrich.
ARE YOU READY?
Santa'a coming early at Main St. A w—kand tor
two and SI00 can be yours Mam SI Saturday
nkjhl Ba There'

Hey you ADPI'a Get aet for aoma heavy duty
playing al the tourney on Saturday' Good luck1
Love, your DZ coechea Linda, Lease 8 Monica
AH Maahoda d Birth Control
Pregnancy lasts ■ Pap wets
Annual Exama • vsaxectornos
VO DtegnotM • MerMay Couneekrvj
fees ara baaed on your income

i
6
9
13
14
15
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
28
27
28
29
30
33
34
37
40
41
44
47

ACROSS
IshmeeTe mother
Word ol rejection
Simple
Meeting place
of yore
Approximately
Science Abbr
Popular
MacDonaid movie
Rural sight
Caslle and others
Gear
Units
Three-toed sloths
Make up ol
glycorldes
Denver lime Abbr
Glaswegian aider
tree
Light sleeper
Mapabbra
Gog a companion
Abstract being
Eddy MacDonaid
Ml
Glrllriend ol
Athoa
Durable labric
Exclamation
City north ol
Names
Cumberland.
lojono

'

I

!

4

48 6 Indonesian
island
4fi Part of a road
system
50 Puasycal's com
psnion. asea
51 Bluster
52 Slapstick prop
53 Beteety
55 Facility
56 Merman hit
59 Coal scuttles
60 Area' sister
61 Brother, In a way
62 Greek peak
63 The elite Abbr
6* Oeeert places

I

12
14
17
18
25
27
31
32
34

DOWN
1 Covered carnages
2 Facing
3 Singer Robert and
family
4 Ancient Greek
city
5 Encouraging word
6 Fleshy mitts
7 To
(everyone)
8 From
out
9 Weal
10 Snares
11 Emuaandrhees

■

1

7

I

u

Whatnot
Irrigated. In a way
Coronation wear
Majorca, lor one
Dueling place
Latin trio word
Abode, Hi Cork
Bosrdlng areas
Caaaln, 1968
Nobel Peace Prize
winner
35 Theater district
38 Mtechiet-maker
37 Native American
36 Certain sheep
39 Aims to
41 Parts ol some
houses
42 Tape clearing
43 Namesakes ol
conductor
Ormandy
45 Gaelic
46 lush post
dramatist and
family
50 Of the eye
51 Yogi
54 Space or sphere
prolix
57 "Last one in
"
58 Sky mystery.
(orshon
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HELP WANTED
Day hours 5anv4pm avaaabkt 20-26 houra par
weak mnimum McDonalds 1470 E Wooator
SI BG Apply m person
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: LAGUNA'S P.O.
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 60825-0791
PART TIME I need 10 people who want lo
supplement their Income 25-50% prom on
every sale. Exceptional opportunity that wa
make you led great Cal John after 430.
1 -758-3298
Oxmiiiinenl Jobs
$18,SS9-50,S53/yr.
Now hiring Your arae.
Can 8WV4M7-8800 Ext. R-9849.
Persona needed for odd lobe Cleaning, lawn
work, painting, and male. Hn> flexible Phone
352-7385
Parson to take video films of special events or
campus Some experience required Saturday
aflamoon a one night a week maximum time
required Cal 352-OIBS. or 352-3703 tor

FOR SALE
HUFFS Used Furniture
688-3251 (in Rudolph)
Mon-Fri 6-8 pm
Uke new 10 speed Nialaxi sport.
26 inch frame.
8175 3S4-7744 Dave
Mim Cod refrigerator Looks good, runs groat
$40 or bad otter 364-7715
FOR SALE NORDICA SKI BOOTS
SIZE 10 VERY GOOD COND
CALL BRETT AT 354-7217
Fd sale Bumper pod table, cues, and bale In
good condrbon Greet Id lial houses $80. cal
bath d 362-8821 or 372-2880
Free chair 8 haaock with aofa bed - very good
condition $110: ski package. $95 - good for
beglnriera 352-4916 after 5pm

FOR RENT

I

SU&tl

$(g00

1

I
expires 11/15/84|

TO MY MANVTUE FRIENDS
Evan though we may not be in coetume
(surprise. Therese) we w8 oust have the beat
tana everl" Be there or be square-Ihe w4desl
party Mamie haa ever aeon Slater Stitcher'
To our ZBT Kruehee.
the Kappa Drueh wa be line, whan we are
dandn to Red. Red wine Only one more day to
wait t* you will see your Kappe dele
To our 2 favorite delta: T.R. and Tommy.
Kidnap la only one day aaay, ao gat e.clled
tor a nil In the hayl!
Love, your DO aMnappars

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES FOR RENT: VERY
CHEAP. CALL 372-1395: ASK FOR JIM. BILL,
DAVE, OR TONY.
Someone to sublease EtT Apt
nice, quiet, studious, atmosphere
Rant negotiable, etartlng Jan 1
caj 354-8525
Wanted: 1 F roommate to share 2 bdrm apt.
All utHMlea Incl. 1180.00 month Spring semester. Call 354-8188.
NEEDED EITHER MALE OR FEMALE TO
SUBLEASE HOUSE SECONO SEMESTER
WITH 4 OTHER PEOPLE. HOUSE HAS MICROWAVE, WASHER 4 DRYER, AND MANY
MORE EXTRAS. CALL 384-7931 FOR
DETAILS.
2 bdrm. apt to rant or sublet close lo campus
$22tVmo. negotiable Cal 3647386 or Inquire at 1048 N Main 1116
Hal house lo sublet Spring Sem
1 block tiom campus
2-4 people 354-3305

To Sonny Tobies
Gat psyched lor the kidnapping of the year!
Wei party untl the stars don't shine1
Tha Greet Kidnapper

1 d 2 person apartrr int i atabielor
Winter aemeatat Close to campua 354-3231

ZBTs
What a greet teo> What QFWeka coddve looked
better m Togas?" YOu guys are too wad' Love.
Tha KD'a

Deeperetety need one Male Roomate to eub
toaaa Apt lor Spring Semester $150 month
Very close lo campus. Cal Kevin at 3642203

GMAT Piapaiailoii at tho
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center.
Call 538-3701

Down half d houaa available now lor the
balance d school year. 1 or 2 bedrooma Near
campua Large, very good condition.
352-7365

PrsepGleea Ensemble
Od 27 at 8pm
Kobacker Hal
372-0171 lor tickets

SHE'S HERE
SORORITY QREEKBUSTERS
T-SHalTTS 184-8112
T-SHIRTS " T-SHBTS " T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, GUARANTEED
VrlZARO GRAPHICS, 354-3098

Down half d houaa avaaable now Id the
halanra d school year 1 or 2 bedrooma near
coynpus. largo vary good condition 362-7365
Need a Garage tor a Car or Storage?
Cal 3524569
1 rmto. needed Irnmediotety to sublease Low
rent UN aplt 4 wave Jeff « Joe 352 2810

npinn nniimi num.
UlN

SUUI
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Need Money? Why nd eel Avon Fd more
mlormelion pleoae cal Phyla si 352 5833
Hey Dudea 8 Dudettes!
Win a Free weekend tor 2 at
tha Porryaburg French Quarter
S S100 aaowance Beat
MAM ST Saturday night
Your adrraaslon price gtvea you
a chance lo win

it ii II1 HI II 114
MliJMI IMIIHI1 UMIIHIII I
nnnn nnnran nnnn
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Why Walk Through
j^
when you can Drive Through?^

(the government doesn't allow us
to sell you beer any less)

it

il

F. RatTE NEEDED
St 20 A MON PLUS UTIL
CALL KATRINA 154-7981

BEER = STATE
MINIMUM

1

4

ti-

Wanted 1 female roommate needed Ux Spring
semester Close lo campus' Cal 362-7988

B.G. DRIVE-THRU

it

4*

Family Hair Care & Tanning Center

PRECISION CUT
I (includes Shampoo)

H

is

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W.Wooster

JT

i.

Sheryl
I hope you're back In BG and reading that right
now. I waa worried you may have run off with
Michael Jeckeon Friday night Gat ready lor
OU Nancy

T-SHIRTS *" T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3098

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

To my Cbee-0 dete Los.
I hope my dinner IMmua Brian) impressed you
aa much as you dkj with your car. flowers, and
wine. Even thru the ram, McDonalds, and the
guy playing the tunes. I realy did have a
lantaabc time Love, your tavonte 'eorortty gaT.

'"ORDER OF OMEOA" •
HAPPY HOUR8-MILTONS, OCT. 28. tV7 P.M.

Hay PM Taua
You guys have got 10 ba tho beat and the
lunnesl fraternity on this campus! Keep It up
and congratulations. Luv you all-Coach Hdly

Think you're
pregnant?

Th* notM w«r« tent
thcMfoopwtt sung
SO SK|tr*cl>«>« 0«H <Mdy
Kidnap courtOown has begun
Qrab your boots
and your DO date
HI be the wWeet night
WE CJWT WAIT.I!
Love, your tapented DG sf-pefB

?????

ITS TIME
I SHERCK lor CONGRESS

HeyMaynard.
Have you checked your mailbox lately? How
about Hobble Bubble Face? You batter chock
because you never know what you might find
Love Your Kappa Kruah

•«a!

Quaariat and Baaa GuRariat needed to start
band 362-0979 ask for Dave or Anno Leave
name and phone number H nd theie

Kidnap at only 1 day away, gel reedy lo party
and have tun In the hay) Cue 02 I'm a Dae Gee-

One male neede apt or houaa to share rent
352-0979 Ask lor Dave, leave phone number
I nd there

HEY LAMBDA CHI'S—GET PSYCHED FOR
ANOTHER WIN IN S4I YOUR COACHES,
BONNIE, AMY AND MICHELLE

Tha Doha Zeta Voeaybel tournament Sat Oct
27thl Have you voted for your houeeparent

WANTED

TOM MMM

New Music Festival 5
Frl. Oct. 26 « Sal Oct 27
Al events FREE
except Phil Glass

Man
Pat

Tammy G,
Congratukitions on pledging Sig Ep .trie aavhave fun! Luv your baj. JOyoa
TERRY GINIEY
BEWARE! DG KCNAP IS FRIDAY" ILL CATCH
YOU! LOVE, FESTER
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA TAU OMEGA
WOULD UKE TO WISH TIM BOWERS A
HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY. PARTY IT UP"
YOUR ATO BROTHERS

Tomorrow la the Day
DG Western Kidnap wtl ba haral Gat reedy tor
a wad waeiem nigril! Yoo Haw'

HAPPY BIRTHOAY
"UNCLE" GREG!!!

Aram Cummlnga: About tha dudea-l say we
M* tha ok) ones (although I already have) and
gat some new ones Ah. where to begin? so
many, so little time! Kan

Sundance presents
Long Island toad Tea and any Margarita
For only 11.80

TOM DAVIS AND VINCE MCNARY
THE HUNT BEGINS WITH CLUE 81, BE AT
THE HOUSE TO START THE FUN! BE SURE
TO DRINK FAST SO AS NOT BE THE LAST,
AWAITING YOU IS THE ULTIMATE BLASTI
LETS 00 CRAZYI YOUR KAPPA KRUSHES

Mr. date party
You are out
and I am in,
My name la Sue
and Yours at Jim
XOXO

GUM. OOOGER. ZURN AND STALEY
WEVE BEEN THINKING OF YOU DAILY
AS KRUSHES YOU'RE THE BEST
FAR ABOVE ALL THE REST
XOXOXOXO

STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF aXMU
Don'l you hate getting al penned up studying
tor ochuof? Wouldn't you kjat rather go outaide
and screem? Here's your chance to do (usl mat
BG Jaycaaa 8 WRON la sponsoring a haunted
houaa Od 28, 27 7 00-12:00. Oct 28, 2-6
and Od. 31 7-12. Coma and ecream your
hearts out. because If you don'l. the Mad
Sciential vrti!

To BtgBoonereI'm ao sorry that I missed the big candle
passing1 You know how happy I am tor you r
ooutdn't have made a better choice lor the best
big ever' al my low, SchnaabHI.
,_

Mixology Mni-coureee
Beginning and advanced
signup in the union
loyer a UAO office. 10-4
Fw more Jntormallon cal 2-2343

Stop and sign a postcard, help atop add rain
Union Forum. EIQ

STOP AND SIGN A POSTCARD HELP STOP
ACID RAW UNION FORUM EIQ

Tired d 'Pat Anawera' and 'Outok-FIx Solutions' In your Christian Ufa? Wall, 00 are wal
Pleeee loin ue tor Thursdsy Night Live, thle
Thursday at 7:30pm. Guest speaker le Jim
Sylvester, e popular speaker on campuses In
both OMonWchlgen. Sponsored by Campus
Crusade For Christ. Meeting In Faculty
Lounge, 2nd Itoot Union

Mic Psyne smgmg
your favorite aonga at
• • • OrSenedetto'a •' ■
every Thura. I Frl
9pm-1pm

AMA MEMBERS
INTERNATIONAL COLLEGIATE CHAPTER OF
THE YEAR AWARD SOUNDS PROMISING
AGAIN ITS YOUR DUTY TO HFIP WIN THIS
PRESTIGIOUS HONOR SELL YOUR RAFFLETICKETS AND EARN A TRIP TO NEW OR
LEANS
REMEMBER LAST OAY FOR TURN IN IS NOV
7th

Sigma Nu'a:
Thanka tor a groat warm-up' You guys aura
know how to parry!
Love tha KD'a

The tatters ol De*a .Zeta extend ■ warm
cong/aMatons to Tart Peterson on her engeojeiTient to Jim Thon»se.

.

FALCON HOUSE

Alpha CM Omega Car Stutters,
Thanks lor al your support on Saturday. We
hod a lente.sc hms Needless to say. we wl be
partying with you next year By the way, whan
ara wa having our love boat party? Love your
Sigma Nu coaches. Jell and Bob

Antta $ Max Canejrate an your engagement
Tan Alpha sigOG weddings In one rear. Da
you think mom can handle It? We'll aae you
m tha WhUa Houaa (t4» S. CoHogo)! Cart

to

Road Rely Nov 3 Be mere!
Road Rally Nov 3 Be there!
Road Rally Nov 3-Bo there1

Congratulation Sped Spottman on your engagement Wa love you. Auntie Bath! Keep the
Parma-grin on! Love ya. Patty. Sudie, Marge.
Amy Jo a Colette

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FOR DETAILS WRITE
ACADEMIC RE
SEARCH. BOX 9128C. TOLEDO, OH 43697

3:45.
OHIO'S SCENIC RIVERS...
SPEAKER: JOHN O'MEARA, OHIO DEPT.
NATURAL RESOURCES. TONIGHT. 7:»0 P.M.
IN SUIWESI ADMINISTRATION. OPEN TO
ALL-. SPONSORED IY: THE ENVIRONMENTAL MTEEREtT OROUP.

SHHH- MUM'S THE WORTH

RIDES

Sigma Ct*
Gat peyched to party wtti the Alpha xis
Thursday rate because we're ready tor a wad 8
craty tana" The Alpha yja

Kappa Kruah |ust one more day get eat for
fun and tola ol hayl

SHHH- MUM'S THE WOROI

LOST ft FOUND

AMA
Corporate Tom Gold On»
November 8. Leeve around noon
Son up on AMA board In BA
Be a auccaaalul retaJay

Sheryl Tutkcvtca
Happy Birthday' Now that you've seen M.J.,
get peyebed tor Prince! Have a groat one'
Love, Pane

Indoor swimming, saunas, whirlpool
okja much much more. Come to
Mam St . Set rate lor your
chance to win.
Mam SI -French Quarter Raffle
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